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SUNVIARY

PPOBLP1

The training of trouhleshooting nrincinles has alwayS
been difficult in the military and civilipn community.
Technigues which have nroven to he successful have also been
exnensive and lahor intensive. Within electronics training
this has nroven to he especially true, nrobahly due to a

large variety of devices and technologies which are used in
military eguinment. This continuing investigation has
attemnted to develop methods for applying comouter based
simulation technioues to assist in the training of
electronic technioues to assist in the training of
electronic technicians more thoroughly and less intensive
lahor than must he done currentiv. The goal has been to
develor in the student an understanding of the
cause-and-effect relationshins between circuit elements, by
enabling the comnuter to interact with the student in

English as he is led through an investigation of the
operation and renair of a malfunctioning electronic device.
The development of prog ramming and nedagogical technigues
to achieve this end has been the focus of this research.

APPROACH

The work documented in this technical report consists
of modification of internal a.spects of the programming
technigues used in earlier versions of this software to
improve the speed and generality of the technioues,
incorporation of these technigues into new instructional
situations, and the description of supportive textual
materials used when the materials are nresented to students.
The new instructional situation allows two students to
engage in a gaming scenario in which each inserts faults
into the other's cirduits and them must Predict the
operation of the circuit as the opponent troubleshoots it.

Scores are kept hy the computer, based unon the ability of
the fault inserter to nredict the effects of his inserted
fault unon elements of the circuit. The internal changes
improve the ability of the Program to model the student's
understanding of the circuit.

RESULTS

The gaming situation and textual sunnort materials
developed will heoused in an experiment in the second phase
of this contract to determine how well this technioue works
with actual students. The success of this effort will he
documented in the final technical renort.
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gONCLUSIONS

The now tochnigue. developed for processing English
language roouests entered hv the student, anpears to be both
more general and faster than the one nreviouslv used. The
iM'hact upon the overall_ instructional situation will be
knhwn after the second phas'e.
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Cmr,uter Assited Instruction
((AI) Applications

CHAPTER .1

INThoDUCTION

In this reoort we will describe the technical details
of the first five months work on our contract "Application
of Intelligent Corouter Assisted Instruction (CAI)." As an
interim report we shall make every effort to describe
details in sufficient depth to enable the interested reader
to understand fully the theory behind the programs we have
been devdlooing. Before delvinp into these details we
provide a brief overview of our work.

OVERVIEW

We have riven the highest priority to laying the ground
work for performing a series of experiments at Bolt Beranek
and Newman (BBN) and Lowry AFE, Ca, concerning student
reactions to various versions of SOPHIE (i.e. SOPHisticated
instructional Environment). Since SOPHIE iS not, in itself,
a teaching system and relies exclusively on student
initiative, we realized that before any meancngful
experiment could be conducted some kind of tutoring system
had to be constructed "on top of" SOPHIE. Toward this end,
two separate projects were initiated. The first eonsisted
of writing an extensive lesson sequence which would
gradually ease the student a) into using the facilities
offered by SOPHIE, and b) into having = conceptual
understanding of the complex power supply currently being
modeled in SOPHIE. It seemed questienable -to teach the
student how to troubleshoot such an Pnstrument if he didn't
really understand what the instrument was meant to do and
how it actually worked. In fact one of the issues we want
to experimentally investigate concerns how the student can
use the troubleshooting scenarto to gain a better
understanding of the underlying teleology of the instrument.
We believe that a better understandinF of electronics arises
from troubleshooting, and better troutleshootinR behavior
can arise 'out of increased awareness of the structure and
function of a circuit.

Simultaneously to desiFning this lesson plan or agenda,
we have been eytending SOPHIE in the dir-ction of having it
support a variety of gaming scenarios. These scenarios
focus on having two persons or teams "compete" in

troubleshooting a circuit wherein, alternately, one team
inserts a fault into the circuit and the other team attempts

1



t7) isolate it by making measurements. Since eachmeasurement as in Issign.d cost, a total score can be.Tuted by summing up the cost .%.`f all the measurements.

Within this gaminF environment, there are a host oflearning strategies which can be explored, many of which
were impo.,sible, or cit least impractical, to realize before

These scenarios also have the advantage of
minimizing the need for a tutoring system to have complexmodels of the student since the student makes his own
decisions much in the spirit of "learner control". as foundin TICCIT.* .

We have thus far extended SOPHIE to support many of thedesired gaming scenarios and are therefore in a position to
experiment with these scenarios along with the more
traditional use of SOPHIE as directed by our lesson plan.

The third avenue .of research we have been pursufhp- is
directed more toward generative CAI issues. The first of
these concecos a major attempt to formalize and generalizethe novel semantic parser.underlying SOPHIE so that 'it can
')e more easily used in other.CANI Ostems 'and in particula-
so that it can be used-oft'a CAMIL** machine directly! The
techniques of semantic parsin.g have proved to be a
significant advance over what was previously thought
possible. In particular, the. -leverage that semantic
grammars pro-;ide in handling cOntext and dialogue problems
have enabled friendly and useful Tront-end natural language
processors to be constructed where the more traditional
syntax-hased schemes have run into serious obstacles.
However, onthe neRative side, semantic grammars have
arpeared to be excessiyely ad . hoc, lacking any formal
structure.

Our response to the o.c1 hoc nature of semantic grammarsWas to take a high level finmal language which was designed
ror writing -yntax grammarsand adapt it for use in writing
our semantic Frammars. The beauty of tthis approach is that
not only is this formal language designed to exoedite thewriting and understanding of complex grammars, but that we
have mritten, under an in-house project, a compiler for
programs (i.e. grammars) written in this high level

,language. This compiler generates a pr'ogram-in the target
language' (LISP)*** which.is the naturar language processor.
That is, the resulting Program constitutes a parser plus its
grammar. What makes this exceptionally exciting is that the
compiler (running under LISP) can generate a CAMIL or

*An Overview of the TICCIT Program, The Mitre CorMbration,
January 1(174. ,

**Computer Assisted/ManarA .InstruttLon Lanuage, the
language being used the Advanced Instructional' Syst.em
project at Lowry AFHRL/TT.
***INTERLISP Reference Manual, Warren Teitelman et. al.,
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, December 1975.
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program comprising a complete natur7?' ahruage
:):Ary! .,.rammar! Although SOPHIE's entire gramman has
n-)w roccded in this hi7h level 13n7uage and has been

the compiler thereby 7enerating an "object"
tfl,_, compiler has not been made to generate CAMIL

e(H2, nor has the run time environment for CAMIL been
writtyn. WQ plan to wait on this until CAMIL is

t,-w--ver, we have included enough:discussion of
1-1:117e and compiler in later sections to indicate
thi.; tmk should be straight-forward.

Finally, we have started to extend a more axiom-like
irr!uit understander (developed last year under our Army

Institute (ARI) contract**) so that it can engage
in teleological reasoning About' a circuit. Unlike SOPHIE

:.ystem is surprisingly small and has very little
eircu't denendent knowledRe. It can provide causal .
expLahations for its "findings" and can generate, on the
fly, all information that can be deduced from a given
measurement. Later in this report we provide a description
of this system, a brief discussion of our current extensions
and a simple example of its operation.

This system can either reside on top of SOPHIE thereby
augmenting SOPHIE's explanatory capabilities or it can be
coupled to our semantic net to augment its capabilities. In
either case the techniques being developed in it will play a
substantial role in constructing a generative system that
can "understand" novel circuits. However, the full
,deAfelopment of this system is a long range project.

FUTURE PLANS

We are currently waiting for a PLATO*** terminal
interface oox. When this arrives we shall modify SOPHIE so
that it can use the graphics facilities prJvided by this
terminal. If this arrives soon, we shall consider using it
in our experiments. Otherwise we shall have to settle for
the less ideal non-graphics terminals.

We shall also be modifying SOPHIE to enable it to
handle the range of circuits that occurs in our lesson
agenda. We also will h.. bringing up a separate semantic net
generator and retrieval riponent for storing and retrieving
causal knowledge about a 2ircuit. This system will be
counled wi ti 1e nd to enable us to explore simpler,
quasi-intelligent

*Th- Proar3mming PASCAL, N. Wirth, Acta
In!'-matica, 1,

**ARI.contract number DAHC19-74-C-0060.
***The TUTOR Language, Bruce A. Sherwood, Computer-based
Edueation Research Laboratory, University of Illinois, June
17; PLATO Curricular Materials, Elizapeth R. Lyman,
Computer-based Education Research Laboratory, University of
Iilinois, Dectmber 1975.
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CHAPTER 2
LESSON MATERIAL

This chapter contains a linearized version of ourtentative lesson text. In writing it as a self-contained
linear text, 4e have made numerous assumptions about thelevel of prior knowledge of the user. The text also
contains transitional paragraphs (as opposed to disjointframes) which open up the possibility of using it as a
booklet which a student could peruse before using thesystem. However, our intention is to break this material up
into frames with branching capabilities dependent on thelevel of performance of the Riven student. We are r,lso
considering creating a semantic/conceptual network of theframes so that a student could traverse the material in
various ways and so that the system could automat:i.cally
extract relevant nodes as determined by the answerevaluator.

Once the various suh-circuits have been encoded inSOPHIE's simulators and semantic nets, we shall also explore
opening up parts of the lesson to more student initiative
exPerimentation. After the lesson material becomes more
.finalized we hope to run instructors through it in order toget their reaction. We recognized that this 1esSon may be
already too long and too complex to conduct extensive
experimentation with it. This raises the possibility that
we might want to run subjects over a longer period of time.However, such considerations are probably premature until weactually run some of our own test subjects through it.

LESSON TEXT

The power supply with which you are .-,:imenting isthe Heathkit IP-28, a good examplr% of a modern,electronically regulated, solid-state laboratory powersupply. This section of the on-line electronic workshop andtutorial will discuss the principles and theory
underlying the operation of the IP-28.

in :;tatinc7 "how it worl.w" (for
troubleshootirw7) will be to first show you what must be
accomplished in a general way by any circuit fulfilling thefunction of a regulated power supply. This will be a
general or "top-level" description without specific form;
that is to say, at this stage we won't consider any specific
circuit but will instead describe building blocks
functionally -- by the job they have to do. Later, we shall
introduce and explain circuits which are simplified versions

11
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th,, real. ,-.ircuit embodied in the IP-28. will
4 I t %Mu n't n experiment with them too. Finally,:hall elaborate these si;:iple circuits into the more
--lex ones or the real IP-2.

..jNDAMENTALS OF A REr.iULATED POWER SUPPLY

The primary function of a power supply is to change the
alternating currenG or power utilities to direct current.
Thu.7, a power supPly needs to have a rectifier and filter to
dq this.

A. rectifier and filter will provide dc power but such a
cr)mbination alone has an unstable output voltage; that is,
its output voltage changes as the load current changes.
Liince modern electronic equipment requires very steady
voltagys, a sophisticated power supply like the IP-28 has
additional circuits to stabilize the voltage provided by a
simple rectifier and filter, and to provide the facility tovary it. Most of the power supply's complexity lies in
these additional circuits which are related to the rectifier
and filter as shcwn in Figure 1.

REGULATORS

The class of regulators we shall be concerned with are
called active regulators. This is because they maintain
const.ant output voltage by actively doing. something. If,
for 'arfy reason, the output voltage departs from its nominal
or required value, these types of regulators react in amanner whiqh returns the output voltage to where it should
be.

There are three important functions which must be
performed by a regulator to accomrlish this task. These are
fundamental and easily stated:
1. Control of output voltage

The regulator must be able to vary the output voltage
over a wide range. It does this by means of a REGULATING
ELEMENT.

2. Sensing and Comparison
In order to correct any deviation of the output voltage
from its required value, the regulator must be able to
sense that there has been a deviation. It does this by
comparing the output voltage to a REFERENCE VOLTAGE and
g.enerating a control signal proportioll to the degree of
discrepancy.

12
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73. CONTROL OF THE REGULATING ELEMENT
Finally, the siFnal generated by the sensing and
comparison function must be translated into a command
which can adjust the regulating element. We shall call
the unit which performs this function a CONTROLLER. It
is the job of the controller to accept a discrepancy or
error signal from the comparison function and to
translate this into a dommand which can adjust the
REGULATING ELEMENT.

These three functions are common to a great many power
supplies, and in fact, to a whole class of systems known as
negative feedback systems. There ai'e many ,ways of
implementing these functions. In particular, the nature of
the regulating element determines the classification of the
regulator, i.e, whether it if a "shunt regulator",
"series-regulator," or other type of regulator.

The IP-28's regulator is of a 4ype called a
SERIES-REGULATOR or SERIES-PASS regulator. It is called
this, because the regulatinz-element is effectively placed' in
series with the load and controls the output voltage by
performing essentially like a variable resistor as shown in
Figure 2.

Let's review briefly what we have discussed until now.
The rectifier and filter change ac voltage into a dc voltage
whiH': is applied to'the load through a series REGULATING.
ELEMENT whose effective resistance can be varied thereby
changing the voltage across the load. A comparison function
compares the output voltage to a fixed REFERENCE voltage
source flit.-f) and if there exists a difference between the
two, actuates the controller. The latter generates a
rommand to adjust the REGULATING ELEMENT so that the
discrepancy between output voltage and reference voltage
dislpnears. This feedback action is continuous and dynamic
whenever the power supply is in operation.

Having understood the functional operation of cur power
supply, we are ready now to fill in the blocks with
electronic components.

CIHCUIT

Figure 4 is a first reali7,;'11n of a power supply built
along the lines suggested by the .unctional block diagram of
Figure The circpits shown are simplified versions of the
real ones found in the IP-28 but they work nevertheless and
SOPUlX har modeled them so you can experiment before

theIr more complicated versions which do not differ

7
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in principle. The latter are more complicated only for
reasons or increased performance, overcoming limitations of
individual components, adding protectidn., etc.

THE :ERIES REGULATING ELEMENT

The series regulating element of our simplified power
upply is a single transistor (Qr). Its collector is
connected to the output of the filter and its emitter toward
the load. The collector-emitter resistance of Qr is thus
placed in series with the load. Si.nce it is a property of a
transistor operating in its act.,ve region (that 'its
collector-emitter resistance varies as the base current is
changed; Qr behaves effectively as a variable resistor whose
resistance controlled by a current. As the base current
'N')of Qr varies, the voltage drop from collector to emitter
changes and conseauently, the vodtage applied to the load
changes according to a simple voltage divider action. We
have then, pur means of controlling the output voltage of
the power It is important to realize that while Qr
does indeed behave like a current controlled variable
resistance, it nevertheless must still conform to the
requirements of any transistor operating in its active
region as an amplifier. Thus, in a non-faulted functioning
circuit, Qr has its base-emitter ,junction forward-biased,
its collector-base junction vevevse-biased, and its
coll ctor currc,'t related to the base current by:

Ic
TF

where 6: de current rain. .(This symbol is called the beta
of a transistor.) Remember this when you begin to
troubleshoot the IP-28.

COMPARISON AND REFERENCE

Before we discuss the CONTROLLER which varies the
collector-emitter resistance of Qr, let us see, with
reference to Figure 5, how an error, or discrepancy signal
is generated in the IP-28. This error signal, you will
recall, is what tells the controller to readjust the
regulating element Or in a way which brings the output
voltage back to its required value. The functional block
diagram of Figure 5, shows the error signal being generated
by a mysterious comparison block which accepts the output
voltage and the reference voltage as inputs, and which
outputs an error signal, presumably when the output voltages
of the power supply does not match the reference voltage.

17
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In tne IP-28, the comparison between output and reference
voltapes is performed in a deceptively simple fashion:
output voltage and reference voltage are subtracted from one
another by simply "bucking" them, that is, by placing them
in series with one another. It may be easier to see this if
we redraw the pertinent portion of Figure 4 as shown in
Fipure 5. Now it is clear from Figure 5 that Vae, the
voltape between nodes A and E which is applied to the
controller, is just the difference between reference voltage
Vref and output voltage, Vload. Therefore, when the output
voltage rises above Vref, Vae becomes positive and drives
the controller. The latter in turn adjusts Qr as we shall
see shortly. First, however, let's discuss Vref briefly.
The primary requirement for Vref in this application is that
it be isolated or,"floating." A battery having the required
voltage would be suitable and could in fact be wired into a
circuit. Batteries do run down, however, so, in the IP-28,
Vref is a complete power supply all by itself. It has a
transformer, a rectifier, a filter, and of course, a
regulator! For our simplified power supply it is enough to
have Vref consist of the crudest type ot half-wave
rectifier, capacitor, and zener diode as a .regulating
element (Figure 6).

CONTROLLER

As we have seen, Vae is the result of the comparison
function. It is the job of the controller to accept Vae as
input and to translate this into a suitable, compensating
drive for Qr, the regulating element. Reference to Figure 4
,owo the controller to be made of a constant current source
cons:sting of Qs, R3, R9, and R11 and of a control
transistor Qc. The purpose of the constant current source
is to maintain an unvarying current Io flowing out of the
collector of Q. For the moment, we shall postpone a
discussion of how the constant current works, but it is
important at this state to realize that Io never changes in
a properly functioning circuit. Notice that Io flows into
junction X and divides into two currents (Ip) and (Ic). If
transistor Qc is off, all of Io flows in the upper branch.
Thin condition presents the maximum drive to Qr, causing the
latter's effective resistance to be the lowest possible. It
is also the condition under which the power supply delivers
ito maximum current to the. load. When Qc begins to conduct
an a result of ,positive drive,voltage Vae being applied to
its base, a portion of Io is diverted away from the base of
Ur resulting in less drive to that transistor and a
connequent jaarease in its collector emitter resistance.
The controller thus functions by using the input voltage Vae
tn vary the conduction through Qc which in turn shunts



current away from the baSe of Qr.

Having discussed the circuits 'making up all the
functional blocks (with the exception of the rectifier and
filter since you are probably quite familiar with these) we
can now summarize the operation of the IP-28.

Unregulated dc voltage is applied to the load through
the collector-emitter path of Qr, the series-regulating
transistor. When the supply is first turned on, the output
voltage is zero and therefore less than the reference
voltage Vref. Vae is negative and _Qc completely cut off.
All of Io thus flows into .the base of Qr and the output
voltage tries to rise to its maximum possible value which,
by design, is greater than Vref. At some point, the output
voltage becomes greater than Vref causing Vae to become
positive. Qc begins to conduct and shunts current away from
the base of Qr. The voltage drop across the collector and
emitter of Qr increases as a result of the decrease in base
drive Ip and continues to decrease until the output voltage
stabilizes at some value very close to Vref. Henceforth,
the output voltage remains equal to Vref and the regulating
action just described acts continually to maintain it at
that value.

By now you should be thoroughly comfortable with the
-.oncepts involved in the simplified IP-28, so it is time to
consider the "real," more complex IP-28. Figure 7 is the
schematic for it as published b!r Heathkit. A101ough it
looks somewhat more complicated, it is identical in function
to the simplified IP-28. In the following section, we shall
consider the differences between the two.

The "real" IP-28 has:
a more complex regulating element
a more complex current source
a more complex voltage reference
Protective circuits to limit maximum current

out of the supply
a few controls to vary output voltage and current

limits
Let's look at the reasons for the added complexity.

REGULATING ELEMENT

In the simplified iP-28 the regulating element
consisted of a single transistor Qr. If the supply had to
deliver 1 amp to the load and the output of the current
source were .6 ma, what do you think the P, of Qr should be:

2 0
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. ..100stair
Since Qr is operating in:itada ive region, the ratio

of required output current to base,drive is about 1700.
Therefore Qr should have a dc current gain R of at least
that much. Unfortunately, it is not possible to find
transistors having such high B's together with the capacity
to pass the large currents necessary dn,t.his application. A
typical solution to this problem is to ,use an additional
transistor to amplify the current and this is what is done
here.

Q4 in Figure 7 serves as. a current amplifier for
cont- 1 current issuing out of the current source. The
driv :orrent feL. Q3, the series-pass transistor, is thus
rougliij the base current of Q4 multiplied by.its B. Such'a
connection of transistors to obtain larger eurrent gain is a
classic .one and known as a "Darlington connection" or
Darlington amplifier. Notice that the addition of Q4 has
not changed our functional view of the IP-28; in fact,
unless one of the transistors is faulted you ck,n treat the
trio like you would a single transistor, (see ?igure 8).
Of course there are a few complications. R22 and R12 are
added to keep the base-emittr junction of Q4 forward biased
er "on" when the supply is vry lichtly loaded. Simple?
Yes, but be forwarned. There are subv.le faults with strange
symptoms which can develop here. You might explore these
possibilities by asking SOPHIE to fault this region (perhaps
R22) and by making measurements, -

CURRENT SOURCE

We did not say much about current sources earlier.*
Current sources are completely analogous to voltage sources
but since they do not appear as frequently in our
environment as voltage sources-do, they may seem strange at
first. A voltage source delivers the same voltage to a load
regardless of the load's characteristics as shown in
Figure 9. A current source delivering a constant current of
1 amp would exhibit the following behavior (see
Figure 10). There are many ways to make current sources. A
tranststor biased as a linear amplifier behaves as a current
source when seen from the collector (see Figure 11).
Recall that transistor action occurs as a result of carriers
(which have been injected into the base region by thi
emitter) "falling" down the potential well of collector-base
back- bias. The collector current is determined by
emitter-base bias and, within limits, nothing you can do to

*This section is an example of a block of instruction which
could be made into a separate frame to which a student could
branch if he did not understand current sources. The frame
could be bypassed or could itFr1f branch into more esoteric
aspects of the topic. of
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e collector circuit will chanre the collector current.
e current source of the simplified power supply is thus
en to te an ordinary amplifier stare, with the collector
ad resistor replaced by other circuits (ee Figure 12).

Since reality is almost never as neat as our
ealizations of it, the circuit above falls short of being I-
perfect current source. In particular, the collector
rrent does vary somewhat with load resistance. The change
collector-base voltage caused by larre variations of load

sistancr affects the emit.ter base circuit which in turn
uses changes in emitter current and hence, in collector
rrent.

The more complex current source of the "real" IP-28
2orporates an additional transistor Q1 which replaces R of
simpler source. This is depicted in Figure 13.

Q1 behafes as an amplifier. It amplifies small
"iations across R11 and drives the base of Q2 in a
npensating direction that is, in a direction which
lcels the original change. In this manner, the emitter
'rent of Q2 is stabilized resulting in quite "tight"
ltrol of Q2's collector current.

,TAGE REFERENCE

The voltage reference in Figure 7 is straightforward.
D3, Cl, R3 and D4 form a half-wave rectifier, filter,

zener regulator which you'll recognize to be identical
the reference supply of the simplified IP-28.

RENT LIMITING

There is an additional function added in the real IP-28
ch has not been covered by our previous discussion anu
ch is not included in the simplified version. Thatction is a protective one. Since it is possible (by
rt-circuit or suddenly lowered load resistance) to draw
essive currents from the supply that would be damaging to
her the supply itself or to the circuits which it powers,
e means must be included to limit the current to a safe
ue.

Q6, R13, R14, and R15 form the added current-limiting
cuitry. Notice that the load current r-,sses through R13,
, and R15 which have relatively low re:-stances and that
voltage drop across these three resistors is placed

ectly across the base emitter junction of Q6. Clearly,
s v oltage drop will rise as the load rnarrent rises. As

2 7
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1-)nr as this drop does not reach the value of base-emitter
voltage required to "turn on" Q6, the latter remains
effectivply out of the circuit. However, when the output
current of the power supply reaches a certain value, the
voltage drop becones high enough to drive Q6 into an active
state and collector current begins to flow from the current
source into the load. Since the current source delivers a

constant current, there is less available to drive the
regulating element and the power supply shuts down, i.e.
refuses t.,) deliver any more current. We should mention that
when this happens, the power supply undergoes a transition
to a different mode of operation. The main feedback element
is now the chain of resistors across the base-emitter of Q6,
and it senses output current instead of output voltage. In
effect, the power supply has shifted mode and instead of
operating as a voltage source, it now operates as a current
source (though not a very accurate one). It is well worth
your time to study this transition using the experimental
facilities of SOPHIE.

CONTROLS

The real IP-28 does have controls to adjust the output
voltage, the point at which the supply limits, and to change
ranges of operation. We leave it as an exercise for the
student to discover how this is done.

2 8
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CHAPTER 3
GAMING SCENARIOS

SOPHIE can be viewed as a collection of tools which can
be used to quickly create new scenarios for training. As an
example of one such use, we built the following gaming
scenario. The game is played by two trainees, Student A and
Student B who are each using his own terminal. The
terminals communicate in such a way that each student can
work at his own pace and only has to wait for his opponent
when absolutely necessary. Student A introduces a fault
into the circuit. Student B must then find the fault by
performing a series of measurements. Each measurement has a
cost and a total cost is computed for the series of
measurements he makes in discovering the fault. While
Student B is troubleshooting, Student A is predicting the
results of the measurements made by Student B. The cost of
Student B's measurements and the results of how well Student
A. predicted the consequences of his fault are combined to
give a score for Student A. After the fault is isolated,
the roles are reversed and the game is played again.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

The communication between two students in a gaming
scenario is done via files. Each student has his own
version of SOPHIE (running in its own fork) so that he works
at his own pace and only has to wait for his opponent when
absolutely necessary. The situation is shown in Figure 3.

2 9
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SOPHIE

COPY A

FILE 1

MESSAGE
COUNT

FILE 2

MESSAGE
COUNT

FIGURE 3

SOPHIE

COPY B

Each copy of SOPHIE has a file that it can write on to send
messages to the other, and a file that it reads from to
receive messages. The communication channels are initially
set up by having one job open the files and the other job
waiting for them to be opened. This is done using the new
SOPHIE commands "Play with job number X" and "Wait for an

",opponent". The active 'job must have the passive job's
number to allow more than one game at once. The number is
incorporated into the file names to insure their uniqueness.

The following protocol is used on each communication
file to insure that messages get passed correctly. The
first word of each file contains a count of the number of
messages which have been written on the file. This is set
to zero when the file is first opened. To send a message,
the writing job prints (using regular LISP routines) the
message on the file at the end. When the writing has
finished it increments the message count. (This prevents
the reader from getting incomplete messages.) To receive a
message the reading job must keep count of the number of
messages it har v'ead from the file. There is a message
waiting .to be read whenever the count of the number of,
messages on the file (the first word) is greater than the
number of messages the receiving job has read. When this

3 0
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occurs, the receiving job reads (using LISP READ) a message
from the file beginning where its last read message ended.

During a game, one student is debugging the instrument
_and the other student is being quizzed about the debugger s
measurements. To implement this within SOPHIE required the
following changes: the normal SOPHIE exec was rewritten so
that when playing a game, it sends the semantic forms of all
the student s statements to the opponent's version of
SOPHIE. For the student who is watching, another executive
was written which reads the semantic rorms from the
communication file, quizzes the watcher about it (if
necessary) and executes it in the watcher's system so that
he is aware of the debugger's context. In addition to these
two execs, the gaming situations require routines to keep
track of both players' scores; to ask for a fault and
settings 'and determine if they exhibits symptoms; and to
perform the end of game protocol and switch roles.

PROTOCOL OF TWO STUDENTS ENGAGED IN A GAMING SCENARIO

STUDENT iCs PROTOCOL

»PLAY WITH JOB 7
DO yOU WANT TO IRSERT THE FIRST FAULT?
> YES
HOw DO yOU WANT ME TO FAULT THE INSTRUMENT FOR YOUR OPPONENT?
» LET R22 HAVE THE WRONG VALUE.
IS ITOITAY YE' I USE 15 FUR TrIE VALUE OF R22 ?
> NO
WHAT VALUE SHOULD I USE?
> 8

NOI,T1 THE vALUE OF R22 IS 8

Student A is allowed to fault any part in the instrument and can
increase his score ,by choosing a fault which is difficult to
find. However, he is expected to be able to predict _the
consequences of his fault in two ways. First he must set up the
instrument controls so that the instrument is malfunctioning. It
is to his advantage to choose settings which make his fault look
like lots of other faults. This encourages him to do careful
analysis of the effects of the controls. Second, each time
Student B makes a measurement, Student A will be asked to predict
the results of that measurement. This forces him to do analysis
on how his fault interacts with all of the functional blocks in
the circuit.

PLEASE GIVE ME SOME CONTROL SETTINGS WHICH WOULD CAUSE YOUR FAULT
TO EXHIBIT SOME EXTERNAL SYMPTOM.
WHAT SHOULD THE CURRENT CONTROL BE?
> 1.0
WHAT SHOULD THE CURRENT RANGE SWITCH BE?
> HIGH
WHAT SHOULD THE LOAD BE?
> 2000
WHAT SHOULD THE VOLTAGE CONTROL BE?
> .8

WHAT SHOULD THE VOLTAGE RANGE SWITCH BE?
> HIGH
THOSEDON'T SHOW A SYMPTOM.
THE OUTPUT vOLTAGE IS 24.3 VOLTS WHICH IS CORRECT
BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 24.3 VOLTS.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY A DIFFERENT FAULT?
> NO

The first settings Student A picked didn't show a symptom. He is
penalized because Student B knows this fact before he even begins
to troubleshooting.

PLEASE GIVE ME SOME CONTROL SETTINGS WHICH WOULD CAUSE YOUR FAULT
TO EXHIBIT SOME EXTERNAL SYMPTOM.
WHAT SHOULD THE CURRENT CONTROL BE?
> .94

WHAT SHOULD THE CURRENT RANGE SWITCH BE?
> HIGH
WHTT 37EIOULD THE LOAD BE?
> 30
WHAr SHOULD THE VOLTAGE CONTROL BE?
> 1.0
WHAT SHOULD THE VOLTAGE RANGE SWITCH BE?
> HIGH
THOSE DO SHOW A SYMPTOM.
YOUR OPPONENT IS NOW FINDING THE FAULT.

For an interaction which Student B makes, Student A may be asked
to predict the result. This querying of Student A is shown
between the long line of dashes and the short one. Then Student
A is shown what transpired at Student B's terminal.

DO YOU THINK THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
>. LOW

THAT'S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 1 OUT OF 1

>> WHAT IS THE OUTPUT
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 1.86 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 1

>> IS THAT CORRECT?
THAT VALUE IS INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT
THE OUTPT. VOLTAGE IS 2.93 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED rOST = 5

THE CURRENT CONTROL IS NOW 1.0.
DO YOU THINK THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> LOW
THAT'S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 2 OUT OF 2

>> WHAT IS THE OUTPUT WHEN THE CC IS 1
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 1.83 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 6

DO YOU THINK THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF 05 IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT
RIGHT?

> RIGHT
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NO
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS -.28 MILLIVOLTS.
WHICH IS INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS .532 VOLTS.
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 2 OUT OF 3

>> WHAT IS THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS -.28 MILLIVOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 8

YOUR OPPONENT THOUGHT THERE WAS SOMETHING WRONG WITH Q5
WHICH TURNED OUT TO BE AN UNREASONABLE HYPOTHESIS

>> COULD Q5 BE SHORTED?
NO

Here Student A may be queried as to whether or not Student B's
hypothesis was correct.

DO YOU'THINE THE VOLTAGE ACROSS R7A IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> RIGHT
THAT S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 3 OUT OF 4

>> WHAT IS THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE VOLTAGE CONTROL?
THE VOLTAGE ACROSS R7A IS 28.9 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 10

DO YOU THINK THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q2 IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> RIGHT
THWTg' RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 4 OUT OF 5

>S WHAT IS THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q2
THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q2 IS -.59 MILLIAMPS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 14

DO YOU THINK THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q3 IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT
RIGHT?
> RIGHT
THAT S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 5 OUT OF 6

>> WHAT IS THE VBE OF Q3
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q3 IS .48 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 16
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YOUR OPPONENT TRIED TO REPLACE Q3

>> REPLACE Q3
Q3 NOT REPLACED.
ACCUMULATED COST = 19

Here again Student A maybe queried as to whether or not it was
reasonable to replace 03.

DO YOU THINK THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS'HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> HIGH
THAT S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 6 OUT OF 7

>> IS THE CURRENT THRU R22 CORRECT
THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS 60 MILLIAMPS.
WHICH IS INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT
THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS 1.8 MILLIAMPS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 27

>> REPLACE R22
R22 REPLACED
ACCUMULATED COST = 30

Student B found the fault in a total cost of 30. Student .A is
given a percentage of this score depending on how well he
predicted the consequences of his fault.

YOUR OPPONENT FOUND THE FAULT. HIS ACCUMULATED SCORE WAS 30
YOU KNEW 6 OF 7 THE MEASUREMENTS YOUR OPPONENT MADE SO YOU GET
25.7 POINTS.

NOW IT S YOUR OPPONENT.S TURN TO CHOOSE THE FAULT.

3 4
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STUDENT B's PROTOCOL

>>WAIT FOR AN OPPONENT
YOUR OPPONENT IS 3OB-72

Student B waits for his opponent to fault the instrument and set
its controls so that it is exhibiting a symptom.

YOUR OPPONENT IS 'FIXING' THE INSTRUMENT.
HE HAS CHOSEN A FAULT AND IS SETTING UP THE INSTRUMENT CONTROLS.
HE HAS SET UP THE INSTRUMENT AS FOLLOWS:
CC=1.0, CR=HIGH, LOAD=2000, VC=.8, VR=HIGH
BUT THOSE SETTINGS DON'T EXHIBIT A SYMPTOM 'SO HE IS TRYING
TO PICK A DIFFERENT SET.

The.settings which student A picked didn't show a symptom so he
has to find some others that do. Student B now has the advantage
of knowing some settings which don't show a symptom without being
charged for it.

HE HAS SET UP THE INSTRUMENT AS FOLLOWS:
CC=.94, CR=HIGH, LOAD=30, VC=1.0, VR=HIGH
YOU MAY BEGIN TROUBLE SHOOTING.

>>WHAT IS THE OUTPUT
THE OUTPUT VOLTA-GE is 1.86 VOLTS-.
ACCUMULATED COST = 1

Student B now troubleshoots the instrument with a cost being
assigned to each of his measurements. External measurements are
cheap.

>>IS THAT CORRECT
THAT TALUE-IS INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 2.93 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 5

Student B can use a working circuit to make reference
measurements but he is charged for it.

>>WHAT IS THE OV WHEN THE CC IS 1
WITH THE CURRENT t755fROL NOW §ET-TO 1
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 1.83 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 6

>>WHAT IS THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF 05
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS -.28 RILLIVOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 8

Internal measurements are more expensive than external ones.
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>>COULD 05 BE SHORTED
SHOULD 05 HAVE EAU-ET MODE EB/EC/BC = SH/SH/SH?
> NO
WHICH TERMINAL SHOULD BE MODELLED OPEN?
> COLLECTOR
OK, TIE UgE EB/EC/BC = SH/OP/OP
WHEN THE SETTINGS WERE:

CC=1, CR=HIGH, LOAD=30, VC=1.0, VR=HIGH,
THAT FAULT DOES NOT EXPLAIN THE FOLLOWING SYMPTOM.
YOU OBSERVED THAT THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE WAS 1.83 VOLTS.
IF 05 HAD FAULT MODE EB/EC/BC = SH/OP/OP IT WOULD BE 30 VOLTS.
IN A WORKING CIRCUIT IT IS 29.8 VOLTS.
SHALL I CONTINUE COMMENTING ON YOUR HYPOTHESIS?
> NO

At present hypothesis checking is free to encourage the student
to present his ideas to SOPHIE for evaluation.

>>WHAT IS THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE VOLTAGE CONTROL
THE VOLTAGE ACROSS R7AT-g-28.9 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 10

>>WHAT IS THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF 02
THE C5LEECTOR EURRERT OFTrTS 7Z.1 MILLIAMPS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 14

Internal current measurements are expensive.

>>WHAT IS THE VBE OF 03
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF 03 IS .49 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 16

>>REPLACE 03
I AM GOING Tu ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW 03 IS FAULTED.

ARE ANY JUNCTIONS SHORTED?
> NO
ARE ANY TERMINALS OPEN?
> YES
WHICH TERMINALS ARE OPEN?
> EMITTER
ANY OTHERS?
> NO
THAT'S NOT ACTUALLY WHAT'S WRONG. LET'S SEE IF IT WAS REASONABLE.

UNDER THE SETTINGS:
CC=1, CR=HIGH, LOAD=30, VC=1.0,VR=HIGH
THE FAULT WHICH YOU PROPOSED WILL PROPAGATE.
LIKELY FAULTS WHICH MIGHT OCCUR ARE:
R22 OPEN

WOULD YOU LIKE ME TO CONTINUE TESTING YOUR HYPOTHESIS IN A CIRCUIT
IN WHICH R22 IS OPEN ALSO?
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> NO

WOULD YOU LIKE ME TO COMMENT ON YOUR HYPOTHESIS ,AS IF NO OTHER PARTS
HAD BLOWN?
> YES

THAT FAULT AGREES WITH ALL OF THE MEASUREMENTS THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN
UNDER THE PRESENT SETTINGS.
SHALL I CONTINUE COMMENTING ON YOUR HYPOTHESIS?
> NO
03 NOT REPLACED.
ACCUMULATED COST = 19

>>IS THE CURRENT THRU R22 CORRECT
THF CURRIJ.IT T:IRJ R22 IS 61 MILLIAMPS WHICH IS INCORRECT
BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS 1.8 MILLIAMPS.
ACCUMULA1ED COST = 27

For this question the student is charged for both the internal
current measurement and the reference measurement.

>>REPLACE R22
IS R72 OFER-3R SHORTED OR DOES IT HAVE THE WRONG VALUE?

ITS VALUE IS WRONG
IS THE VALUE TOO HIGH OR TOO LOW?
> Ex*;

R27-PEPLACED.
ACCUMULATED COST = 30

Student B finds the fault, is told Student A's score and is given
a chance to insert a fault of his own.

YOUR TOTAL COST WAS 30
YOUR OPPONEN', KNEW WHAT 6 OUT OF 7 OF YOUR MEASUREMENTS WOULD BE
SO HE GETS 25.7 POINTS.
NOW IT'S YOUR TURN TO INSERT A FAULT.
HOW DO YOU WANT ME TO FAULT THE INSTRUMENT FOR YOUR OPPONENT?

. . .
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CAIJTER 4

THF :ATUkAL LAUAGE EhONT-END

During the nt two years SOPHIE's natural languarre
processor ha:-; developed, via d hoc methods, into a-system
which is Cast and surprisingly. robust. The system uses a
grammar based on semantic categories written in the
nrogramminr language LISP. While expressing.the grammar as
nrograms has benefits in the area of efficiency and allows
complete freedom to explore new extensions, the techniaue is
lacking in Persoicuity. The lack of perspicuity has three
main problems which concern us here: (1) One is the
difficulty encountered when trying to modify or extend the
grammar. (2) The second is the problem of trying to
communicate the extent of the grammar to either a user or a
colleague. (3) The third is the problem of trying to
re-imolement the grammar on a machine which does not support
LISP. Those difficulties haYe been partially overcome by
using a second, parallel representation of the grammar in a
BNE-like specification language. This, however, requires
supporting two different representations of the same
information and does not really solve problems (1) or (3)
To overcome these difficulties, SOPHIE's natural language
front is being re-written in an Augmented Transition
Network.

The Augmented Transition Network (ATN) formalism was
developed as a conceptually and computationally efficient
representation for natuNl language grammars, and has been
used successfully in Several natural language processing2
systems <Woods, Kaplan and Nash-Webber, 1972>l, <Simmons, 1975>
and <Bates, 1975>1 Its advantages over phrase-structure
formalisms are (1) perspicuity, (2) generative power, (3)
efficiency of representation, (4) flexibility for
experimentation, and (5) efficiency of operation.

AUGMENTED TRANSITION NETWORKS

Some years apo, Chomsky <Chomsky,1957>" introduced the
notion that the orocPss of language generation or language
recognition could be viewed in terms of a machine. One of'
the simplest of such models is the finite state machine.
This machine starts off in its initial state looking at the,
first symbnl (or word) of its inout sentence and then moves
from state to state as it gobbles up the remaining inout
symbols. The sentence is accepted if the machine stops in
one of its Cinal states after having orocessed the entire
inout string and is rejected otherwise. A convenient way of



representing finite state machines is as a transition Franh,
in which the states correspond to the nodes of the praoh and
the transitions between states correspond to its arcs. EaOharc IF labelled with a symbol whose appearance in t:he innut
can cause t'ne given transition.

In an augM'ented transition network the notion of a
transition graph has been modified in three ways. One is hy
the addition of a recursion mechanism which allows the
labels on the arcs to be non-terminal symbols which
themselves correspond to networks. The second is by the
addition of arbitrary conditions on the arcs which must be
satisfied in order for an arc to be, followed. The third is
by the inclusion of a set of structure building actions on
the arcs, together with a set of registers for holding
partially built structures*. Figure 4 is a specification of
a language for representing augmented transition networks.The specification is given in the form of an extended
context free grammar in which alternative ways of forming a
constituent are represented on 'separate lines and the symbol
"+" is used to indicate arbitrary repeatable constituents.

<transition network> := (<arc set> <arc se,t>+)
<arc set> := (<state> <arc>+)
<arc> := (CAT <category name> <test> <action>i <term act>)

(WRD <word> <test> <action>+ <term act>)
(PUSH <state> <test> <action>+ <tem- act)
(TST <arbitrary label> <test> <actio-1)+ <term act>)
(POP <form> <test>)
(VIR <constituent name> <test> <acticn>+ <term act>)
(JUMP <state> <test> <action>+)

<action> := (SETR <register> <form>)
(BENDR <register> <form>)
(LIFTR <register> <form>)
(HOLD <constituent name> <forn>)

<term act> := (TO <state>)
<form> := (GETR <register>)

LEX

(GETWORDF <feature>)
(BUILDQ <fragment> <register>+)
(LIST <form->+)
(APPEND <form> <form>)
(QUOTE <arbitrary structure>)

FIGURE 4

A Language for Representing ATNs

*The following discussion is a condensation from <Woods,
1970>sto which the reader is referred.
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The non-terminal Fv7hols are lowercase Enrlish descriptions
er.21,-,f-ed in anrle brackets. All ether symbols except "+"

terr!oiniF. Non-terminals not riven in Figure 4 have
hare.7 whib self-exPlanatorv.

ThP CirFt element of each arc is a word in:tcaing the
tyno nr arc. For CAT, WRD and PUSH arcs, the arc type
torether with the second element corresponds to thP label oi

rinitc? state transition rraph. The third'Plement is the
ac'ditional tPst. A CAT arc can be followed if the current
innut symbol is TA member of the lexical category named on
the arc (and i Lip test is satisfied). A PUSH arc eauses a
recursive invocation of the network beg,inninm at the state
indicated (if the test is satisfied). The WRD arc can be
followed if the current input symbol is the word named on
the arc (and if the test is satisfied). The TST arc can be
fo11c.4wed if -,he test is satisfied (the label is ignored).
The VIR ar can be followed if there is a constituent of the
named type on the HOLD list (and it satisfies the test). In
all,of these arcs, the actions are structure building
actions and the terminal action specifies the state to vhich
control is passed as a result of the transition. After CAT,
WRD and TST arcs, the input is advanced. After VIR and PUSH
arcs it is not. 'The JUMP arc can be followed whenever the
test iF satisfied. Control is passed to the state specified
in the second element of the arc without advancing the
input. The POP arc indicates under what conditions the
state is to be considered a final sL2te and the form of the
constituent to be returned.

The actions, forms and tests on an arc may be arbitrary
functions of the register contents. Figure 4 presents a

.useful set which illustrates major features of the ATN. The
rirst three actions specified in Figure 4 .cause the contents
of the indicated register to be set to the value of the
indicated form. SETR causes this to be done at the current
level of computation, SENDR at the next lower level of
embedding (so that information can be sent down during a
push) and LIFTR at the next higher level of computation (so
that additional information can be returned to higher
levels). The HOLD action places a form on the HOLD list to
be used at a later place in the computation by a VIR arc.

GETR is a function whose value is tne contents of the
named register. LEX is a form whose value is the current
input symbol. * is a form whose. value i (1) in the actions
of a CAT ar., the root form of the current input symbol; (2)
in the action:, of a PUSH arc the value of the lower
computation; r (3) in the actions following a VIR arc the
constituent' removed from the HOLD list. GETWORDF is a

I 0
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qion which determines the value et a specified feature
:he input word. BUILDQ is a ,-eneral structure' buildingwhich places the values ef the riven reJisters into aiified tsmnlate (fragment). The remaining three forms
' a out of the specified arguments (LIST), annend
lists pgether to make a single list (APPEND) and
'uce -is a value the (unevaluated) argument form. Ade -,.-mented transition network is given in Appendix A.

JAS FOR A CHANGE

Our own pproach to writing grammars has been
uenceci bv the ATN which was seriously considered at the
nning -of the SOPHIE Project, but rejected as being too
. Recent development at PPN of ap ATN compiler has made
ATN approach more attractive. A complete description of
compiling nrocess.is given in Appendix A. Priefly what

compiler does is to input an ATN and outout a Program
h parses sentences in the way dictated by the ATN. Two
cts of the compiler make it especially attractive to ourication. One is that the Program is optimized to the
lexity of the ATN so that SOPHIE's natural languageessor incurs no overhead for the.features it does not
The other is that the production of parsing proRrams

iffeirent languages (e.g. CAMIL) can be done by changing
object language output by the compiler without changing
renresentation of the -rammar.

The advantages of using an ATN over the presentiique fall into three peneral areas: (1) conciseness,
poncentual effectiveness nnd (3) available facilities.2onciseness we mean that writing a grammar as an ATN
,3 less characters than writing one in LISP. It gets
conciseness by not requiring the specification ofils of the parsing process at the same level required in

. Most of these differences stem from the fact that the
Issumes it has a machine whose operations are designedparsing, while LISP assumes it has a lambda calculus
rie. The most straightforward example is that LISPes a function has one value. A function call to look'
i 'non-terminal while Parsing. (PUSH), must return at
two values: the structure of the constituent found and

)1ace in the input where the parsing stopped. A good
of' complexity is added to the LISP rules to maintain

,ariable which has to he introduced to return the
'ture of the constituent. Oth'er examples include the
ng. of variables and the 2pecificat1on of control
tlure as ANDs, URs and CONDrl.
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W.

nr ATN resIllts jn 9 rrlmrrir Which
te chanre, easier to write ald debur, and easier

te -!er:tand (ard here', to communiate). 1:Je realize that
r!nrL 1-onf:; 1n net recescarilv lead te these results (APL

nri!re examPle in computer larwuares, mathematics in
i-enerAl heinr another): however, this is not a nroblem. The
ccrrespendenne hetween the mrammar rules in LISP and ATN
verv (1or.7. The coneerts whieh werP expressed as LISP code
J.T,r1 t-e expressed in nearly the same way as an ATN but in

f'ewer

ThP secr,nd are of imnrovement deals with concentual
One examnle cf conceptual efficiency can he

:meoh y considerinp' the implementation of Case structured
rmleP. In typical case structure, the verb exnresses the
Curotion or relation name and the subject, object and

nhrases e,xnress the arpuments of the' function.
Let us assume for the Purpose of th.is discussion that we are
lPokinm at three different cases (location, means, and time,
e.v. John went to the store by car at 10 o'clock). In the
PNF abstractien of the semantic rrammar, one would be
encourared to write:.

<statement>:= <actor><action/verb><location><means><temporal>

3ince the last three cases can appear in any order, one must
alo write 5 other rules:

<statement>:: <actor><action/v( rh/<location><temporal><means>

In an ATN one is inclined towards:

ACTOR
ACTION /

VERB

03

which expresses more clearly the case rule. There is no
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reason why in the LISP version of the grammar one couldn't
write loons which are exactly analogous to the ATN (the ATN
compiler after all produces such code!) hilt the BNF does not
encourage one to think this way. An alternative RNF method
would be:

<action>:= <actor><action/verb><actionl>
<action1>:= <action1><temporal>
<actiont>:= <action1><location>
<action1>:= <action1><means>

which is easier to write but has !he disadvantage of being
left-recursive. To implement it, one is forced to write the
LISP equivalent of the ATN which creates a difference
between the RNF representation and the actual
implementation.

The ATN framework also lends itself to postponing
decisions about a sentence thereby allowing different paths
to stay together. La-tile, present SOPHIE grammar there are
top level rules for !<set>, a command to change one of the
control settings and <modify>, a command to fault the
instrument in some way. Sentence (1) is a <set> and (2) isa <modify>.

(1) Suppose the current control is high.
(2) Suppose the current control is shorted.

The two parse paths for these sentences should be the same
for the first five words, but they are separated immediately
by the rules <set> and <modify>. An ATN encourages
structuring the grammar so that the decision between <set>
and <modify> is nostponed so that the paths remain together.
It could be argued that the fact that this example occurred
in SOPHIE's grammar is a complaint against top-down parsing
or semantic grammars or just our particular implementation
of a semantic grammar. We suspect the latter but argue that
our RNF representation encourages this type of behavior.

Another conceptual aid provided by ATNs is its method
of handling ambiguity. Our LISP implementation uses a
recursive descent technique (which can alternatively be
viewed as allowing only one process). This requires that
any decision between two choices be made right because there
is no way to come back and try out the other choice After
the decision is made. At choice points, one can, of course,
"look ahead" and gain information on which to base the
decision (i.e. "wait-and-see" <Marcus,1975>)6but there is
no way to remake a decision once it has returned.

4 3
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The result of this cap be most easily seen by

considering the lexical aspects of the parsing. A'preoass
collapses compound words, exPands abbreviations, etc. This
allows the grammar to be much simoler because it can look
for units like "Voltage/Control" instead of having to decode
the noun phrase "voltage control." Unfortunately without the
ability to handle ambiguity, this rewriting can only be done
on words which have no other Possible meaning. So for
example, when the grammar is extended to handle:

Does the voltaFe control the current limiting sections?

the compbund voltage/control would have to be removed from
the preoass rules. This reduces the amount of bottom-up
processing which can be done and results in a slower
processing time. This also makes compound rules difficult
to write because all .possible uses of the . individual wards
must be considered to avoid errors. Another example is the
use of "C" as an abbreviation. Depending on context, it

could possibly mean either current or collector so it could
not be conveniently allowed as an abbreviation, for either
but would have to be recognized in the grammar.

The third general area which provides impetus for the
change is the facilities which have been developed around
ATNs. These range from mechanisms for hand]ing general
linguistic phenomena such as coordination and quantification
to particular routines for working with large dictionaries.
We will list some of these facilities and briefly discuss
each.

,Conjunction: Woods <Woods,1973>7describes a general machine
for dealing with coordination in English which is based on
the ATN framework. While it is not implemented yet in the
compiler, it should greatly ease the addition of conjunction
to the grammar in a systematic way.

Debugging Techniques: The ATN compiler .provides a very
comolete set of debugging tools which have been designed to
debug grammars. These have been found to be very helpful in
the task of debugging grammars.

Lexical Routines: The ATN has a complete facility for
handling lexical problems in parsing. These include
morphological routines, compound words, and facilities to
handle an off-line dictionary.

4 4
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FU.ZZINESS

An exciting use of the non-determinism provided by ATNsinvolves fuzziness. In a one process (recursive descent)
implementation, the rule which checks for a word must decide(with information passed down from higher rules) whether toskin a word or not. The critical information which is 'notavainble when this decision has to be made is whether orrot there is another parse which would use that word. Inthe ATN, it is possible to .sus.p,end..a parse and come back toit after all other oaths have been tried. Fuzziness couldbe implemented so that rather than skip a word and continue,
it can skip a word and suspend, waiting for the other parsesto fai-I or suspend. The end effect may well be thatsentences are allowed to get fuzzier.

OTHER OBJECT LANGUAGES

The ATN provides a complete description of the grammarwhich is independent of any Particular programming language(unless the ATN formalism is called a programming language).This makes the problem of converting the grammar to other
programming lanFuages much easier. To change implementation
languages one has only Co change the code generation partsof the grammar compiler to output the new object languageand implement the run-time environment used by the ATN.*
Changing the object language to most algebaic languageswhich have some string capabilities shouid be fairlystraightforward.

*'!no runtime environment consists of the lexical anddieionary routines, the arc actions and the accessingfunctions.
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CHAPTER 5
DEDUCTIVE-BASED CIRCUIT UNDERSTANDER

In this chapter we describe i) our more general-purpose
deductive circuit understander*, ii) recent modifications
m=p1e to it under this cont.ract, and iii) an example of it
running on top of SOPHIE. We are including a prior write-up
of the nystem since it has never been described to AFHRL
technical personnel. Understanding its underlying theory is
mandatory before one can understand our recent extensions,
how it might be employed in a small generative CAI
environment, and how it could augment SOPHIE.

AN OVERALL PERSPECTIVE OF TROUBLESHOOTING

Electrical Engineering provides a vast amount of
information about mathematical.relations between quantities
in electronic circuits. In fact for the kind of circuits
studied in this paper one can calculate the voltage and
current at any point in the circuit using sufficiently
complicated mathematics. The use of such complex
mathematics is never seen in actual situations! Most often
the only mathematics one uses in circuit troubleshooting and
understanding is of a very simple type such as in the
application of Kirchoff's laws. For more complex sitLations
it becomes more useful to model only those aspects which are
interesting, ignoring other aspects. This will of course
simplify the problem, but on the other hand we must discover
just what these interesting qualities are and be aware of
the fact that they ignore certain details (so in certain
contexts they can behave incorrectly). This type of
analysis is most useful for studying the behavior of
collections of (connected) components. We will call such an
interenting collection a device. A device is a set of
components or other devices interconnected in a particular
way to achieve a certain effect. Electronics already has a
language for describing the behavior of devices and the
handling of exceptions.

There are two approaches to understanding circuits, the
quantitative (Kirchoff's laws) and the qualitative (e.g.
amplifiers). Each provides different information and is
used in different circumstances. As we shall see later in
the paper these two approaches require .radically different
troubleshooting strategies.

*The initial design, implementation and write-up of this
system was df)no under !I pri(w (!,)ntrac!t with ART. ModiricatIJAI.::
mil- thH ;1:/tem und(:r o'mtm.(!t have ber.?n
fairly minimal (two man-montns). We are currently expanding
and tailoring it to handle some generative tasks.
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TOWARDS A STRUCTURAL THEORY ,e TROUBLESHOOTING

The way to obtain new information about a circuit is
to make a measurement. In troubleshooting, new information
is provided by coincidences. In the most general sense a
coincidence occurs when a value at one particular point in
the circuit can be deduced in a number of different ways.
Such a coincidence provides information about the
assumptions made in the deductions. A coincidence can occur
in many different ways; it can be the difference between an
expected value and a measured value (e.g. expected output
voltage of the power supply and the actual measured value);
it can be the difference between a value predicted by Ohm's
law and a measured value;' or it can be the difference
between an expected value and the value predicted by the
circuit designer. There are numerous other possibilities.

In.general, a troubleshooting investigation into a

particular circuit proceeds primarily in two phases. The
first involves discovering more values such as currents and
voltages occurring at various points in the circuit, and the
second involves finding coincidences. The usefulness of
coincidences is based on the fact that nothing can be
discovered about the correctness of the circuit with a
measurement unless something is known about the value at
that point of the circuit in the rirst place. If nothing is
known about that point,a measurement will say nothing about
the correctness of the components. One actual_ measurement
implies many other values in the circuit. The first phase
of the investigation involves disccvering many such values
in the circuit and the second involves making measurements
at those points for which we know ..he implied values so that
we can see whether the circuit i: acting like it should or
something is wrong.

We will call such an implicat' 1 a propagation and the
discovery of a value for a r,int we already know a

propagated value for a 1,91nair'.gn,.: . When these two values
are equal we will call sue, u coincidence a corroboration
and when they are different, ae will call it a conflict.

Information about the faultIne3s of components in the
circuit can only be gained through coincidences.
Propagations involve making certain assumptions about the
circuit and then predicting values at other points from
these. These assumptions can be of many kinds. Some of
them involve just assuming the component itself is working
correctly, ror example, deriving the current through a
resistor from the voltage across it. Others require knowing
something about how the circuit should work, thus predicting

4 7
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what values should be. For example, knowing the transistor
is acting as a class A amplifier, we can assume it is always
forward-biased. Coincidences between propagated values and
new measurements provide information about the assumptions
made in the propagation.

Coincidences between propagated values and values
derived from knowing how the circuit should work require a
teleological description of the circuit. As indicated
earlier, this paper does not investigate these latter kinds
of assumptions. Instead, this paper investigates
propagations employing only assumptions about the components
themselves. Although, a: first sight, the teleological
analysis of troubleshooting is the more interesting, it
cannot effectively function without being able to propagate
measurements in the circuit! Also, human troubleshooters use
less and less teleological information as they narrow down
to a particular fault, and even in the narrowing down
process there is a constant switching from using
teleological values and propagating them in nonteleological
ways. So every theory of troubleshooting must include
knowledge about local and nonteleological deductions.

It may appear that this local kind of circuit
reasoning is essentially trivial and thus should not be
investigated. This paper will show that the issues of local
nonteleological reasoning are, in fact, very difficult.
Some of the problems are specific only to electronics.
Others have a very broad range of application to the
structure of knowledge. However, if we want to understand
troubleshooting all these issues have to be attacked, not
just the more interesting teleological ones.

Some of the problems arise partially because the
nonteleological knowledge should interact with the
teleological knowledge. A particulty difficult problem
which will arise again and again is the question of how far
to propaprIte values. Often the propagations will be absurd,
anl only small amount of teleological knowledge would have
res,:,gnizt: these situations. Part of the effort of this
piper is used for determining what other kinds of
knowledv,2 and interaction are required aside from the
Nk;nei(1!.ilogical in order to troubleshoot circuits
effectively.

The sections that follow present an evolution of the
knowledge required. The first sections will present a
simple theory about local reasoning and troubleshooting.
Then the problems of the approach will be investigated, and
some of them answered by a more sophisticated theory. Then
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the deficiencies of the theory and how it must interact with
more teleological knowledge will be discussed.

SIMPLE LOCAL ANALYSIS

The domain of electronics under consideration will be
restricted to DC circuits. These are circuits consisting of
resistors, diodes, zener diodes, capacitors, transistors,
switches, potentiometers and DC voltage sources. All AC
effects will be ignored although an analogous type of
analysis would work for AC circuits. It will be assumed
that the topology of the circuit does not change so that
faults such as wiring errors or accidental shorts will not
be considered as possible faults.

In this section we will present a simple theory of
propagation. Initially, only numeric values will be
propagated. Interacting local experts produce the local
analysis,. , Each kind of component has a special expert
which, from given input conditions on its terminals,
computes voltages and currents on other terminals. For
example, the expert for a transistor might, yhen it sees a
base emitter voltage of less than .55 vólts, infer a zero
current through the collector.

In order to give explanations for deductions a record
is kept as to which expert made the particular deduction.
Most propagations make assumptions about the components
involved in making it and these are stored on a list along
with the propagated value. Propagations are represented as:
(type> <location> (<local-expert> <component> <arg>)
<assumption-list>)
where:
<type> is VOLTAGE or CURRENT.
<location> is a pair of nodes for a voltage and a terminal
for a current.

The simplest kinds f-- propagations require no
assumptions at all, these are the Kirehoff voltage and
current laws.

4 9
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T/1

T/2 ' T/3

n2 n3

The circuit consists of components such as resistors and
capacitors etc., terminals of these components are connected
to nodes at which two or more terminals are joined. In the
above diagram T/1, T/2 and T13 are terminals and N1, N2 and
N3 are nodes. Currents are normally associated with
terminals, and voltages with nodes.

Kirchoff's current law states that if all but one of
the terminal currents of a component or node are.known, the
last terMinal current can be deduced.

(CURRENT T/1)
(CURRENT T/2)
(CURRENT T13 (KIRCHOFFI N1) NIL)

Since faults in circuit topology are not considered,
KIRCHOFFI makes no new assumptions about the circuit.

Kirchoff's voltage law states that if two voltages are
known relative to a common point, the voltage between the
two other nodes can be computed:

(VOLTAGE (N1 N2))
(VOLTAGE (N2 N3))
(VOLTAGE (N1 N3) (KIRCHOFFV N1 N2 N3) NIL)

As with KIRCHOFFI, KIRCHOFFV makes no new assumptions about
the circuit.

One of the most basic types oftthe circuit elements is
the resistor. Assuming the resistance of the resistor to be
correct, the voltage and current can be deduced from each
other using Ohm's law:

5 0
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n1

R1

VA.
n2

(CURRENT R1)
(VOLTAGE (N1 N2) (RESISTORI R1) (R1))

(VOLTAGE (N1 N2))
(CURRENT R1 (RESISTORV R1) (R1))

(In all the example propagations presented so far it was
assumed that the prerequisite values had no assumptions,
otherwise they would have been included in the final
assumption list.)

These three kinds of propagations suggest a simple
propagation theory. First, Kirchoff's voltage law can be
applied to every new voltage, discovered in the circuit.
Then fir every node and component in the circuit Kirchoff's
current law can be applied. Finally, for every component
which has a newly discovered current into it or voltage
across it, its VIC (voltage current curve) is studied to
determine further propagations. If this produces any new
voltages or currents, lhe procedure is repeated.

This procedure can be easily impletented as a program.
Strategies need to be developed to avoid making duplicate
propagations, the basic way to do this is to consider only
newly discovered values for making new deductions. For each
component.type an.expert can be constructed, we have already
seen the resistor and Kirchoff's laws experts. A uniform
interaction between the general propagator and the experts .

can easily be developed.

The current through a capacitor is always zero, so the
current contribution of a capacitor terminal to a node can
always be determined.

(CURRENT C (CAPACITOR C) (C))

Similarly, thq voltage across a closed switch is zero.
(VOLTAGE (N1 N2) (SWITCH VR) (VR))
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The remaining kinds of components are semiconductor
devices, these devices are very different from the
previously discussed kinds of components. Transistors,
diodes and zP-,er diodes have discontinuous regions of
operation. Semi,!onductor devices have different regions of
operation and each region has a different VIC so that a
region of operation must be determined before any VIC can be
used. The transistor has the added complication that it is
a three terminal device.

The diode is the simplest kind of semiconductor device.
Basically, the only thing we can say about it in our simple
kropagation theory is that if it is back biased, the current
through it must be zero.

(CURRENT D (DIODEV) (0))

For the zener diode we can propagate more values. If
the current through a zener diode is greater than some
threshold,the voltage across it must be at its breakdown
voltage.

(VOLTAGE Z (ZENERI) (Z))

If the voltage across a zener diode is less than its
breakdown voltage the current through it must be zero.

(CURRENT Z (ZENERV) (Z))

The transistor is the most difficult of all devices to
deal with. This is both because it has discontinuous
characteristics of a semiconductor device and because it is
a three terminal device. If the current through any of the
transistor's terminals is known, the current through the
other terminals .can be determined using the beta
characteristics of the device. Furthermore, if the voltage

- across the base-emitter junction is less than some threshold
(.55 volts for silicon transistors), the current flowing
through any of its terminals should be zero also.

(CURRENT C/Q1 (BETA Q1 B/Q1) (Q1))
(CURRENT C/Q1 (TRANOFF Q1) (Q1))

Having experts for each component type as has been just
described makes it possible to propagate measurements
throughout the circuits. As an example, consider the
following circuit fragment:

5 2
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a

.n15 n15 n24 n25

n14

Assume that the fault in this circuit is that D4 has a

breakdown voltage too low and the measurements of output
voltage and voltage across D5 .have just been made. The
propagations that can be made are:

(VOLTAGE (N15 Nl4))
(VOLTAGE (N16 N15) (KIRCHOFFV N16 N14 N15) NIL)
(CURRENT R5 (RESISTORV R5) (R5))
(CURRENT D5 (ZENERV D5) (D5))

tHe voltage across the zener D5 is less than its breakdown

(CURRENT R4 (KIRCHOFFI N16) (R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N24 N16) (RESISTORI R4) (R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N24 N14) (KIRCHOFFV N24 N16 N14) (R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N24 N15) (KIRCHOFFV N24 N16 N15) (R4 R5 D5))
(CURRENT D4 (ZENERV D4) (D4 R4 R5 D5))

the voltage across the zener D9 is less than its breakdown.

(CURRENT R3 (KIRCHOFFI N24) (D4 R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N24 N25) (RESISTORI R3) (R3 D4 R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N25 N14) (KIRCHOFFV N25 N24 N14) (R3 D4 R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N25 N16) (KIRCHOFFV N25 N24 N16) (R3 D4 R4 R5 D5))
(VOLTAGE (N25 N15) (KIRCHOFFV N25 N24 N15) (R3 D4 R4 R5 D5))

The propagation proceeds one deduction at a time;
never is it necessary to make two simultaneous assumptions
at the same time in order to get to the next step in the
propagation chain. The propagation can always go through
some intermediate step.
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A SIMPLE THEORY OF TROUBLESHOOTING

This section examines how the propagation strategy of
the previous section can be used to, troubleshoot the
circuit. The ideas 'of conflicts and corroborations between
propagation will be used to show how the propagator can be
used to help in troubleshooting the circuit. In this simple
theory we will assume that coincidences only occur between
propagated talues and actual measurements.

The meaning of the coincidences depends critically on
the kinds of assumptions that the propagator makes. For the
coincidences to be of interest every assumption made in the
derivation must be mentioned, and a violation of any
assumption about a compOnent must mean that component is
faulted. Then, when a conflict occurs,one of the, components
of the derivation must be faulted. Furthermore, if the
coincidence was a corroboration, all the components about
which assumptions were made are probably unfaulted.

The usefulness of the coincidence depends critically on
how many faults the circuit contains. The usual case is
that there is only one fault in the circuit. Even the case
where there is more than one fault in the circuit, the
approach of initially assuming only a single fault in' the
circui t. probably a good one.

If there is only one fault in the circuit, all- the
components not mentioned in the derivation of the conflict,'
must be unfaulted. If a coincidence occurs, all the
components used in tho derivation can be assumed to be
unfaultea. In a multiple fault situation these would be
invalid deductions: in a conflict only one of the faulted
components need be involved and in a corroboration two
faults could cancel out each other to produce a correct
final value.

If, in the propagation example of the previous section,
the vOltage between N25 and N14 was discovered to conflict
with the propagated value, one of R3, D4, D4, R5 and D5 must
be faulted. But, if the values were in corroboration, all
the components would have been determined to be unfaulted.

Now that the fault has been reduced to one of R3, D4,
R4, R5 and D5, the propagations can be used to determine
what measurement should be taken next. The best sequence of
measurements to undertake is, of course, the one which will
find the faulted component in the fewest number of new
measurements. Assuming that the relative probability of
which component is vaulted is not known, the best strategy
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binary search. This is done by examining all
!ations in the circuit, eliminating from their
tion lists components already determined to be
t. and picking a measurement to coincide with that
'ation whose number of assumptions is nearest to half
mber of possibly faulted components.

'11 the there are five possibly faulted
ents; he - rost propagations to choose, are those
wo or th! ii-otions. This means either measuring
larrent t. H4, the voltage across D4, the voltage
R4 or the voltage between.N24 and N15. All the other

ements, in the worst case, can eliminate only one of
ssibly faulted components from consideration.

he current through R4 is measured. This coincidence
orroboration; so R5 and D5 are verified to be correct.
ore :7Le of R3, D4 an TO must be faulted. At this
there are too few possible faults to make a binary
necessary. Any measurement which would coincide with
ropagation having R3, D4 or R4 as assuoptions, but not
ree at once, is a good one. One such measurement is
urrent through D4. This conflict would indicate that
faulted.

his kind of circuit analysis can be used for simple
of troubleshooting. Of course, the troubleshooting as
ted cannot really begin effectively until the first
ct has been found. .However, in a more teleological
ork, teleological assumptions can.also be used in the
ations. (This- transistor is a class A amplifier so 4e.
se-emitter v91-dtage' must be about .6 volts.) Oen
ogical assOmptions have to be made, the derivations
f course no longer be complete. That is, a conflict
roboration will not necessarily say anything about the
ents if some teleological assumption was made- in the
ation. But, as with assumptions about components,
cts and corroborations will .still /Acomment on the
ey of the teleological assumptions in an analogous
.The information provided by a conflict or
oration with a teleological assumption needs a special
f knowledge to make use of it.

CTED COMPLEXITIES OF THE SIMPLE THEORY

le discussion of the previous section presents an
sting and, on the surface, a very simple scheme for
?shooting. Unfortunately, the entire a'pproach is
t with difficult problems! This section deals with
C these problems and attempts to provide a solution to
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them within the original framework. Such an investigation
will clarify the defici.encies of oNly local circuit
knowledge for troubleshooting.

Basically, three kinds of problems arise. Firstly, the
handling of corroborations and conflicts leads to faulty
1.3sertions in certain situations and thus they should be
examined much more c_osely. Secondly, it will be shown that
the pr'pagation scheme, the knowledge contained in the
experts and the troubleshooting strategy are all incomplete.
All of them cannot make certain kinds of deductions which
one might expect them to in the framework that has been
outlined. Finally, accuracy is a problem; all components
and measurements have an error associated with them (if only
a truncation or roundoff error), and errors cause many kinds
of difficulties in the 3ntire strategy. (In the remainder
of this paper it will be assumed that the circuit under
consideration contains only a single fanit.)

The nature of corroborations requires closer scrlitiny.
It has already been shown that every component which a
derivation depends on is in the assumption list of that
derivation, and so a conflict localizes the faulted
component,to one of those in the mentioned assumption list.
For corroborations the simple troubleshooting scheme used
the principle that a coincidence indicated that all of the
components in the assumption list were cleared from
suspicion. 'This principle must be studied with much greater
scrutiny as there are a number of cases for which this
principle doesn t hold.

In order to 'do this we must examine the precise nature
of the propagations, and, more importantly, examine the
relation between a single value used in a propagation with
the final propagated value. Consider a propagated value
derived from studying the ponent D; let the resulting
current or voltage value be f(D). The propagator is
entirely linear; so the propagated value at any point dan be
written as a linear expression of sums of products involving
measured and propagated values. For every component,
current and voltage vary directly with each other and not
inversely. Hence, in the expression for the final
propagated value, f(D) can never appear in the denominator.
So the final value can be written as:

value = (ND). b) + c
where b and c are arbitrary expressions not involving D.
The relation between f(D) and the final propagated value is
characterized by b. By studying the nature o,f component
experts, the structure of b can be determined. Every expert
either multiplies the incoming value (we will denote this
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value which is used by the component expert to derive
f(D), v(D)) by a parameter, or applies a simple less than or
greater than test to the incoming value v(D) to obtain a
propagated value. As many components of this type can be
involved in a single propagation, each propagation of this
kind has a predicate associated with it indicating what
conditions must be true for the propagation to hold. With
both kinds of propagations there is a problem if b is zero.
In that case, f(D) -has no influence on the final value and
so a coincidence indicates nothing about the validity of
f(D).

Ir the case where a predicate must hold for the
propl,.ation to be made, a corroboration only Indicates that
he Inroming value v(D) is within a -ertain range, thus

saying little about the assumptic which were used to
derive v(D). Note that, however, in a conflict situation
the predicate is violated, and thus v(D) being incorrect is
a possibility that cannot be ignored. Any single
propagatian makes many assumptions, some of them may involve
predicates, others may not. In a corroboratory coincidence
the only assumptions which cannot be substantiated are those
which were made to determine the v(D) which the component
expert for D une,t on_14 in a test, all the remaining
assumptions can be handled with the usual corroboration
scheme. We shall call such assumptions, which
corroborations do not remove from suspicion, the secondary
assumptions of the propagation, and the remaining, the
orimary assumptions.

The situation for which b is zero can be partially
characterized. Using the same assumption more than once in
a propagation is relatively rare. In such a single
assumption propagation b must be. a single term, consisting
of a product of parameters (resistances, betas, etc-.) 'or
their inverses, and since no circuit parameter is zero, b
cannot be zero.

Every occurrence of an assumption about D in a
propagation introduces another term to b. Each of these
terms must still be a product of parameters. Unfortunately,
at this point in our research we cannot give a proof why b=0
is impossible, but only an appeal to a somewhat heuristic
argument. Consider the case where b is zero. It has
already been shown that b is a product of circuit
parameters, and so is independent of any measurements. That
means whatever value f(D) has that value, no matter how
extreme, has absolutely no influence on the final propagated
value. That seems ab$urd, so b must never be zero.
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What makes this discussion only an argument and not a
proof is that:
(1) Any manipulation on the circuit to alter the actual
value f(D) must also shift c and value. (just changing the
specifications of D results in nOthing.- one interpretation
of the argument is: no matter what specification D has, in
this particular propagated value it has no influence).
(2) The idea of b=0 being absurd is extremely difficult
to formalize and it is intimately dependent on the exact
nature of the component 'experts.
In conclusion, it should be noted that we have not been able
to discover any propagation (in a coherent circuit) for
which b was zero, and so it seems a workable hypothesis that
b cannot be zero. Of course, if b is very small; accuracy
issues become critical, but this will be discussed later.

The propagation scheme cannot make all the propagations
that one might reasonably expect. Incompleteness of this
type manifests itself in two ways, yet in both certain
obvious propagations are not made. One is just a problem of
circuit representation, and the other is an inherent problem
of the propagator.

Kirchoff's current law can apply to collections of
components and nodes, not just single components and nodes.
Recognizing relevant functional blocks in the topology of
the circuit is a tedious (yet performable) task. Circuit
diagrams usually present a visual organization so that such
functional blocks (and teleological organization) become
clear.

The process of propagation as outlined consists of
using a newly discovered value to call an expert which can
use that value to make new discoveries. The called expert
then looks at the environment and from this deduces new
values for the component it is an expert about. The
commun'ication with the environment always involves numeric
values. Experts cannot communicate with each other, neither
can they handle abstract quantities. Furthermore,
propagation stops when a coincidence occurs and iteration
toward an accurate solution is never attempted. This can
become a severe limitation in certain feedback situations.

This entire scheme is motivated by what'we see in human
troubleshooters. The strategy has some very surprising
limitations. The fact that only one expert is invoked at
any one time means that only one assumption can be made at
any step in the propagation process. This means tha.t

propagations which require two simultaneous assumptions
cannot be made. Most propagations which require more than
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one assumption do not require simultaneous assumptions as_
they can be derived using some intermediate propagation
(e.g. all the previously discUssed examples).

One such case requiring simultaneous assumptions is the
voltage divider.

Suppose V and i are known, the current through R1 (and hence
through R2) can be propagated by simultaneously assuming the
correctness of both R1 and R2.

V = i1 R1 + i2 R2
i = ii - i2
i1 = (V - I R2)/(R1+R2)

Admittedly, the voltage divider is an important enough
entity that it should be handled as a special case pattern,
however, problems of this kind of incompleteness will arise
in other situations, and it will not be possible to design a
special case pattern for each of them.

If multiple faults are allowed,simultaneous assumptions
must be handled with even greater caution. For example, a
propagation in' lying a simultaneous assumption can
propagate a corcect value evon t.111,frl both components
which the assumptions were about were faulted. In the case
of a voltage divider, the resistance of both R1 and R2 could
shift without affecting the voltage at the tap, yet the
voltage divider would present an erroneous load to the
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voltage source it was connected to.

In order to illdstrate some other difficulties,
propagations requiring simultaneous assumptions can be

characterized differently. If a measurement is made for
which a propagation can be made to coincide with the
original measurement, a previously incomplete propagation
has completed. The coincidence indicates that if the

propagator could have made an abstract hypothetical
measurement and used a relaxation or algebraic method, the
actual value for that point could then have been determined
without making the measurement in the first place. However,
since the current propagation scheme cannot make such
hypothetical measurements,a later measurement might play the
role of generating the hypothetical measurement.
Unfortunately, the coincidence rarely occurs at the exact
point of the measurement; all propagations proceed in a

breadth first direction from the original measurement point,
and even if this was modified, it would not alleviate the

difficulty because the new measurement might only cause a
later propagation (some distance away from the original
measurement point) which plays the role of a hypothetical
measurement. The proll1em is then, that coincidences need
not be between propagated values and measured values, but
can also be between two propagated values.

Conflicts and corroborations between propagated values
must then be considered. If one of the propagations has no
unverified assumptions,the coincidence can be handled as if

it were between a propagated value and an actual
measurement. However, if both propagations have unverified
assumptions, the coincidence becomes far more difficult to
analyze. The effects of such coincidences depend critically
on whether the intersection of the unverified assumptions
in each propagation is empty or not. First we will 4xamine
the case in which the intersection is empty. A conflict
reduces the list of possible faults to the union of the
assumptions used in the propagations. The corroboration
between two disjoint propagations indicates that this value
is the correct one, hence it can be treated as two separate
corroborations between propagated and measured values.

The case of a nonempty intersection is the most
difficult. .If the coincidence was a corroboration,a fault
in the intersection could have caused both propagations to

be incorrect yet corroborating. Yet, what can be said about
the nonintersecting assumptions in the propagations? If

there was a fault in one of the nonintersecting primary
assumptions, it must have caused a conflict, so all the

nonintersecting primary assumptions can be verified to be
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correct. If the coincidence was a conflict, the list ofpossibly faulty components can be reduced to the union of
the assumptions. In this case it is very tempting to removefrom suspicion all those components mentioned in the
intersection, this would capture the notion that correct
propagations from a single (albeit incorrect) value must
always corroborate each other or, equivalently, that each
point in the circuit has only two values associated with it:
a correct value and a faulted value.

In the counterexample, ln emitter current is propagated
throw7n a transistor to obtain propagated values for the
base and collector currents. The base emitter junction of
this transistor has shorted and consequently both these
propagated values will be in conflict with the actual values
in' the circuit. These two values will also conflict with
each other.

Consider the circuit fragment:

n3 n4

The 7,ircuit is faulted with the base emitter junction of Q
shorted, with the collector terminal open. Thus far the
voltage at N2 and N5, and a current into N2 have been
measured. Next the emitter current of Q is measured from
which the base and collector currents are propagated. The
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HHHi -0:lurement did not coincide with any propagated
conflict will occur within the propagations

1..y this measurement. Furthermore, the values of the
proparations conflict with the actually measured

The .exact point at which this conflict will occur
'enenin ,-)n internal details of the propagator. Two obvious
:)cint:1 at which the conflict can occur is the voltare at
N--!\14 and the current throurh the base of the transistor.

(VOLTAGE (N2 NO))
(VOLTAGE (N5 NO))
(CURRENT E/Q)

(CURRENT B/Q (BETA Q E/Q) (Q))
(CURRENT C/Q (BETA Q E/Q) (Q))
(CURRENT R2 (KIRCHOFF N2) (Q))
(CURRENT R3 (KIRCHOFF N5) (0))
(VOLTAGE (N4 N5) (RESISTORI R3) (R3 Q))
(VOLTAGE (N3 N2) (RESISTORI R2) (R2 Q))
(VOLTAGE (N3 NO) (LOOP N3 N2 NO) (R2 Q))
(VOLTAGE (N4 NO) (LOOP N4 N5 NO) (R3 Q))

This results in two conflicting voltages at one is
hiFher than the actual value in the circuit, and the other
is lower.

All measurements in the circuit and all circuit
parameters have errors associated with them. Even if we
assumed perfect measurements, truncation and roundoff errors
would cause Problems. One way to view the problem is to
study the size of b relative to the error in c. If b is
smaller than the error in b, a large error in some f(D)
could be undetected. Again we see the greatest problem lies
with corroborations. In a corroborating coincidence we must
make absolutely sure that an error in.any of the verified
assumptions cOuld have been detected in the value (i.e., b
is not too small).

The solution is auite simple; instead of propagating
numeric values through the circuit, we propagate values and
their tolerances, or just ranges of values. Each
measurement and circuit parameter could have a tolerance
associated with it, and the arithmetic operations could be
modified to handle ranges instead of numeric values.
Instell of computing b and its tolerance, the propagator
coul'l note whenever an error in sore incoming value could be
obscured in larger errors in other values (remember, errors
in parameters and measurements are usually percentages, and
thus adding a large value and a, small value will often
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obscure an error in the small value). Since :!.,;h p-oblems
occur only with addition and subtraction of ranges,
KIRCHOFFU and KIRCHOFFI are the only experts which need to
be directly concerned with the accuracy issue.

Assuming that errors are roughly proportional to the
magnitude of the propagated values, those propagations
involved in a sur whose magnitude is less than the error in
the finnl result should not be verified in a corroboration
of the final value. (As this assumption is not always true,
sore assumptions may not be verified in a corroboration when
they should be.) KIRCHOFFV and KIRCHOFFI can easily check
for such propagations. Fortunately, a category for
assumptions which should not be verified in a corroboration
has already been defined; these are the secondary
7)ssumptions. So, Primary assumptions of the incoming values
into a KIRCHOFF may become secondary assumptions of the
final result.

As usual, this theory of handling accuracy has subtle
problems. If the only possible eefect of a particular f(D)
was described in a propagation, then no matter how
insignificant its contribution was to the final value, a
coincidence should verify D since it wouldn't matter in)such
a case if D were faulted or not. Furthermore, the
propagation through certain components is so discontinuous
that no matter how insignificant its propagatory
contribution is, a fault in the final value would so greatly
affect the propagation that the assumption in question
should really be treated as a major assumption. An example
of the former is a switch in series with a resistor, and an
example of the latter is a zener diode contributing zero
current to a node.

Consider the case of 'a resistor in series with a
switch. The only contribution of that switch to the circuit
is in the voltage across the switch and the resistor. A
voltage across a closed switch is zero, so unless the
resistance of the resistor is zero the switch becomes a
secondary assumption oC the final voltage. Unfortunately, a
corrOboration with that voltage should indicate the switch
was acting correctly.

Similarly, a zener diode contributing zero current to a
node will always become a secondary assumption of the
KIRCHOFFI propagation. But, a corroboration should indicate
that the zener was functioning correctly. This is because
this propagation would not even have been possible if the
voltaFe across the zener were near its breakdown. A
heuristic solution to this problem is not to secondarize
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oropaions with zero value which were just propagated from
disrontL^uous devices. This, of course, makes the
teleolovcal assumption that the discontinuous component
makes a .,:vnificant contribution whenever it is contributing
a nrr-2csr9 value, as is almost always the case with the

diode, zener diode and transistor.

Adocracy brinps along other problems, testing for
equality between ranges becomes a rather useless concept. A

sirple workable strategy is to use a rouph approximation
measure such as accepting two ranpes as equal if the
.7orresponding endpoints of the two ranges are within a
crtain percentaye of each other. More satisfactorily, the
actual width of the range should also enter into
ccnsideration so that if one end of the ranre is extremely
small relative to the other, a much more liberal percentage
is used to compare the smaller endpoints. One certainly
wuAld want the range [0 , 1] to be roughly equal to 10E-6 ,

1. Using the percentage of the endpoint largest in
magnitude as a fixed range to compare the smaller endpoints
appears to be the best strategy. A coincidence can be of
three kinds: the ranges can be approximately eqUal (or just
significantly overlapping) which is a corroboration, the
ranges can be disjoint which is a conflict and the ranges
can overlap but not significantly which provides no
information at all.

Having the the propagator propagating ranges brings up
the idea of allowing components to individually propagate
higher and lower limits in the circuit. Every diode could
Propagate a non-negative current through itself. A voltage
could be propagated at every part of the circuit whose upper
limit was the magnitude of the sum of all the voltage
sources in the circuit. More interestingly, it could handle
the Problem of having a range propagated over a
discontinuous device: a [-1 , +1] current range into a diode
should have its lower limit modified to 0 (i.e. [0 , +1]).
Interesting as such new kinds of propagations may be, they
require separate derivations for the upper and lower limits
for each range, and thus introduce incredible difficulties
for handling coincidences.

When a sivnificant propagation occurs which overlaps a
test point of a discontinuous component, the best strategy
is to interpret that measurement to have too wide an error
associated with it and stop the propagation there. In
Feneral, when error tolerances in propagated values become
absurd (a significant fraction or multiple of the central
value) the propagation should be artificially stopped.
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There remain certain charaeteristics of the devices
that are not captured in the Propagation scheme. These are
usually the maximum ratings of the components. The ba:.(,,

emitter voltage of a transistor cannot exceed a cert!.ln
value, the voltage across a capacitor cannot exceed its
breakdown voltage, the voltage across a zener diode cannot
exceed its breakdown voltage, the power dissipation in a
resistor cannot exceed its wattage-rating, etc. These, in
fact, can be auite easily captured hy simple modifications
of the component experts. Each expert cou1451 check whenever
it was invoked whether any ratings about the component were
exceeded. Such situations of excess can he of two kinds;
the final value calculated to compare to a rating may or may
not involve the component itself as an assumptsr.on. If the
component itself is used as an assumption, the situation can_
be treated as a conflict with the calculated rating.
Otherwise, if the component itself is not mentioned in the
assumptions, the situation must again be handled as a
conflict, except that the component in question must not be
removed from suspicion.

Often a component which is considered possibly faulted
because of a conflict can really be eliminated from
suspicion by examining exactly what kind of fault the
conflict implies the component might have. (For example,
all the currents in the, transistor must shift so that
Kirchoff's law is violated, or, a more trimial case a
capacitor for which the fault of too low a current is
entertained.

In order to determine the kind of faults a particular
conflict implies it must be known whether the value is high
or low. This can only be determined for conflicts with
measured values. For conflicts between propagat....; values,
there is no convenient way of determining the possible
faults except by hypothesizing all the possible high/low
combinations and usinF the intersection of all the,results.

We must tackle the problem about how . to scan back
through the propagation to determine what faults in the
components could have caused the final conflict. Of course,
a straightforward way to do this would be to compute b for
every component f(D) involved in the propagation. For every
two terminal component the possible fault can be immediately
determined from b (unless of course we have the inaccurate
case where the range for a spans zero). The only three
terminal device, the transistor, requires a 'More careful
examination as it has many possible fault modes, and a
single consideration of a propagation from it may not
uniquely determine the fault mode.
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Continuing in the spirit of the original propagation
:heme, a (iifferent method than ccmputing.b should be used.
A Hmple scheme can be derived which only has difficulties
in certain kinds or multiple assumption propagations. The
chflict inHjcted that the propagation was in error by a
-ertain shift. in value in a certain direction. This shift
can he propagated backwards through all the experts except
KIHCHOFi'I and KIHCHOFFV. The Kirchoff's laws experts
involve'addition, so each of the original contributors to
the stIT must be examined. For those contributors whose
(unverified) assumption list does not intersect with any of
the other assumption lists, the shift can be propagated
back, after adding the appropriate shift caused by the
remaining contributors. For those contributors with
intersecting contributions it must be determined for each of
the intersecting comnonents whether all contributions of all
the possible faults do not act arainst each other (e.g.
will a shift in the resistance of the component both
increase a current contribution to a node and decrease it
through another path?). For such canceling intersections,
nothing can be slid about the intersecting component. In
actuality, all this does is capture qualitatively whether
the signs of the terms of b are different and thus
canceling. It shoulfl be noted, that if it really turns out
to be the case that a b can be zero, such a scheme could be
used to at least eliminate faulty verifications from taking
place, again at the cost of sometimes not verifying probably
unfaulted components.

Incompleteness in the propagation scheme introduces
incompleteness in the troubleshooting scheme. Even if the
propagation scheme were complete the troubleshooting scheme
would be incomplete. The earlier answer to what is the next
best measurement is inaccurate. The measurement which
reduces the list of possible faults by the greatest number
is not necessarily the best measurement. Future
measurements must also be taken into consideration, a poor
first measurement may set the stage for an exceptionally
good nocond measurement.

7.1-le choice of best measurement depends of course on
what is currently known about the circuit. The most general
approach would be to try every possible" sequence of
hypothetical measurements and choose the first measurement
of the be'st sequence as the next measurement. Agai, that
would be an incredible, and unnatural computation task'. The
current troubleshooting scheme does not try to generate all
possible sequences and only considers making those
measureoents about which it a' -ady knows something (so to
produce a coincidence).
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Since only measurements at points about which something
is known are considered the information provided by
coincidences between propagated values (the result of
incompleteness in the propagator) cannot enter into
consideration. The basic simple paradigm of the
troubleshooter was to make,no hypothetical measurements and
look only at those propagations with unverified assumptions
as those to try to coincide with. Unexpected information,
such as that provided by coincidences between propagated
values, cannot be considered in that paradigm (making
hypothetical measurements of course would handle this
problem).

Issues of accuracy are sufficiently captured by primary
and secondary pssumptions. The binary search for the best
measurement must of course be reorganized. Since a
corroboration may eliminate less components from suspicion
than a conflict could, the search is not purely binary. A
workable solution is to just take the average of the number
of components which would be verified in each case as the
measurements rating. Then that measurement whose rating was
nearest to half the number of faulted components could be
chosen as the next measurement.

There remains the issue of generating an explanation
for this choice. Although the above argument for deriving a
future choice of measurement could be made understandable to
humans it does not always generate a very good expialation.
A large part of the explanation for a future choice of
measurement involves indicating why a certain component
cannot be faulted (incomplete understanding by the student).
Once a component is eliminated from suspicion for any reason
it iS never considered again. However, a later measuremen_.
might give a considerably better explanation for its
unfaultedness. The problem of generating good explanations,
of course, also must take into account a model of the
student and what he knows about the electronics and the
particular circuit in question. This is a topic of current
investigation.

On the topic of selecting the most comprehensible
choice from a number of otherwise equally good measurements
something can be said. The above scheme for selecting
measurements does not take into account how "close" the
measurement is to the actual components in question. :!----For
example a voltage measurement across two unverified
resistors is just as rood as a measurement many nodes away
which also has only those two resistors as unverified
assumptions. Fortunately these can be easily detected: just
remove from the list of possible measurements all those
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which are propagated from other elements on the list.

THE NECESSITY AND UTILITY OF OTHER KNOWLEDGE

In this section we will attempt to characterize where
and why local and nonteleological reasoning fails. Indeed
many of these failures have been already demonstrated. Our
method of attack will be from two directions. First,
inherent problems in the earlier propagation scheme can be
alleviated with other knowledge about the circuit. Second,
'many of the kinds of troubleshooting strategies we see in
humans cannot be captured by even a generalization of the
proposed scheme. One of the basic issues is that of
teleology. The more teleological information one has about
the circuit, the more different the troubleshooting process
becomes. Currently, most of the ideas presented so far in
this paper so far have been implemented in a program so that-
many of the discussions derive their observations from
actual interactions, with the program.

The most arresting observation is that the propagator
cannot propagate values very far, and at other times it
propagates values beyond the point of absurdity. Examining
those propagations which go too far, the most dominant
characteristic is that either the value itself has too high
nn error associated with it, or that the propagation
itself is not relevant to the issues in question. The
former problem can be more easily answered by more stringent
controls on the errors in propagations. The latter requires
an idea of localization of interaction. This idea of a
theater of interactions would limit senseless propagation;
however, it requires a more hierarchical description cf the
circuit (will be discussed later).

The idea that every measurement must have a purpose
points out the basic problem: our troubleshooter cannot make
intelligent measurements until it has, by accident, limited
the number of possible faults to a small subset of all the
components in the circuit. After this discovery has been
made., it can make fairly intelligent suggestions. However,
as such a discovery is usually made when the set of possible
faults is reduced to about five components, it can only
intelligently troubleshoot in the last few (two or three)
measurements that are made in the circuit.

Clearly, many more measurements are made before this
discovery and the troubleshooter cannot do anything
intelligent during this period. It will be shown, ,
however, that the propagation scheme and the ideas of
corroborations and conflicts can be effectively used even





this period.

The orCy way intelligent measurements can be made
g this period is by knowinR something about how the
it should be behaving, or just how it behaves. This.
res teleological information about the circuit. For
le, just to know that the circuit is faulted ,and.
res troubleshooting requires teleology. In the
tions where the propagator did not propagate very far,
problem usually was that some simple teleological
ption could have been made. The voltages and currents
ny points in the circuit remain relatively constant for
nstantiations of the circuit, and furthermore many of
can be ea'SITy deduced (e.g. knowing certain voltage

urrent sources such as the power supply, knowing
ibutions by certain components to be small, etc.).
Fation can then proceed much further. Of course, the
inp of coincidences requires modifications, and a new
of stratepy to deal with teleological propagations
to be developed.

If sufficient teleoloFy about the circuit is known so
the transfer functions of certain groups of components

nown, assumptions of the form "assuming x is in the
ct state" or "assuming x is workina correctly" can be

Issues of structuring such a hierarchical and
logical description are being investigated <Brown &
an, 19708.

The propagation scheme of the previous sections can be
to understand the implications of these assumptions by
patina them in the circuit, and to determine all the
rphisms of a particular set of measurements so that the
priate values for the teleological description
nisms can be discovered no matter what measurements are

However, as indicated earlier, a new procedure has to
ie to handle coincidences. At a low level coincidences
? used quite simply. When it is discovered that a
in voltape is lower than it should be, a search can be
in the topology of the circuit as to faults in which
lents might have caused such a shift. This would work
Dr the time, except in cases where complex feedback

were Present. Coincidences and corroborations
/inp assumotions concerning collections of components
to be handled differently. If an entire collection of
lents is WOrkina correctly, all the components inside

can be assumed to he working !orrectly. But, if a
1,tion of components is possibly working incorrectly a
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meaurement must be chosen within the actual collection or
module wnich can best determine what could be wrong. . While
the previous deduction reauired extrinsic knowledge about
the module, the search for such a fault within a module
requires an intrinsi(. description of it.

. lri searchinc for reasons why a certain value is not
teleologically what it should be, it is important to note
that- in examining the behAvior of a particular component or
module that the reason for :ts apperent faulty behavior can
lie either with itself, or wnat it is delivering values to
or wha.t ,i...s supplying values to it.

EiTENSIONS:

Twc basic modifications have beer made to this original
sys'..em in addition to exploring how these ideas may be
exploited in the kind of generative system being designed
for AFHRL. The first modification has been the addition of
ranges to the propagations specialists. This addition has
lead to several unexpected problems, some of which have now
been resolved. The second addition has been to add some
teleological cwledge to each component specialist so that
the system car ,r.vi push a propagation further than before..
The simplest example (and one that does not illustrate the
real power of teleological reasoning) is that when the
propagator discovers that Q5 is anducting, then by assuming
L. Ls OK, it can postulate the approximate value of the Vbe
and then propagate that value. Then, by knowing what the
output vritare is, it can push the Vbe voltage back so as to
determine the output voltage component of the voltaFe
reference sourn,,. Higher level specialists for groups of
components, ,ppose'd to'single co ponents, are also being
written. With. 'he addition of these ecialists, such as a
constant current source specialist, tfl easily add higher
level teleological knowledge to h-. .P such situations as
Predicting when Q5 is off then Q6 is on, assuming the other
"devices" are working.

TOP LEVEL USER FLAGS AND FUNCTIONS

The following list contains the spe(!ial flags, options,
and ton level funetiom; or the inference package:
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INTERFLAG

2et to T will print out two lines of information every
time sonething new is discovered about the circuit.

INTERRESET[)

This will cause INTER to forget everything it knows
about this particular circuit. You have to do this
every time you change the circuit (new fault,
settings).

FAULTSE]

If INTER has seen a conflict, this prints out a
complete list of the.possibly faulted components and
(for a few) how they could be faulted.

MEASVALUE[TYPE POINT]

(Again after a conflict). This will make a comment
about the usefulness of the next measurement before!!
you make it. TYPE is either VOLTAGE or CURRENT. POINT
must be a SEMNET terminal. The voltage across R4
MEASVALUE[VOLTAGE (N16 N24)), the current through R22:
MEASVALUE[CURRENT L/R22].

SUGGEST[]

(Again after a conflict). This will print out a list
of the best measurements open to you.

WHYMEASURE[TYPE POINT]

(Again after a conflict). This will give an
explanation afl to why ,that hypothetical measurement is
any good. (Usual use is to underf,tand the suggestions
SUGGEST returns. It will, however,work on less optimal
measurements.]

EXPLAIN[TYPE POINT) - being debugged.

Gives one explanation about why a value was propagated
to that point.

INFORKTYPE VALUE POINT]

This function acts as an input point enabling the
inference module to be interfaced to SOPHIE, a
simulation package or student's assertions, etc. If
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TYPE=VOLTAGE, positive means from (CAR POINT) to (C4DliR
POINT)>. If TYPE=CURRENT, positive means out of
node. In this way time can be saved by completely
ignorinF the circuit simulator and the datural language
processor.

This inference system can currently make some comments
on its own about the students' measurements. Before a
conflict has occurred, it can distinguish whether the
measurement you made was useless - i.e., it was logically
entailed by the previous measurements. A measurement for
which the first conflict occurs is given a special comment
so that the user can tell, that MEASVALUE, SUGGEST and
WHYMEASURE can now give interesting responses. After that
it can make a much more critical comment about useful and
useless measurements. These comments will all be after the
measurement has taken place, and currently the code has not
been included to make a comment about how good the
measurement was (using MEASVALUE). Later it might make
comments like "AlthouFh you had little reason to make the
measurements, you were lucky and it reduced the possible
fault space by a large amount." That requires more thought.

It is also possible to trace interesting functions and
Fet comprehensible results. The two interesting functions
are CONFLICT which handles the conflicts, and SETFAULTSTATUS
which is called every time the fault status of some
cdmponent changes. With INTERFLAG set to T it is possible
to determine where and why the conflicts occurred.

PROTOCOL WITH TRACE OF WHAT "NEW" INFORMATION
IS BEING DEDUCED

SOPHIE2 is active

>>INSERT A FAULT

THE INSTRUMENT HAS A FAULT AND ITS PRESENT CONTROL SETTINGS ARE:
'CC 1.0
CR HIUH
LOAD
VC 1.0
VR

>>WHAT IS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE'.'
THE OUTPUT VOLTAUE IS 11.7 VOLTS.
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(NE14INF0 (VOLTAGE (12.30204 . 11.13124) (N11 ,00:11,) (FLAT HMEA:1
M0001)))))
(NEWINF0 (V,JLTAGF. (-11.13124 -12.30204) (,lhoUNO N15) (CJLAT ((LOOP
6ROUND N11 N15)) (VR))))
(NEWLNFo !CURRENT (.(151472 . .5516) N/oP (FLAT (VCVT LOAD))
(LOAD))))

(NEWINFO (CUlifiENT (-.5c,65613 . -.6151472) P/OP (FLAT ((VCVT LOAD))
(LOAD))))
":3Y1PT0:1 FUUN'D"

>>WHAF L THE VbE OF Q5
THE HAr)E NIFTEll VoLTAC1E oF 05 1)* -.037 NILLIVOLT.

(NEb;INF0 (VOLTAGE (-;.547076E-5 . -3.021335E-5) (N10 0R0UND) (FLAT
((NEA:.; !.I0OU)))))
(NEWINFo (VOLTAGE (-11.13127 . -12.30296) (N10 N15) (FLAT ((Loop N10
OROUNL) N15)) (Vh))))
(NEINE0 (VoLTAcNI: (-11.13127 . -12.30298) (N10 N11) (FLAT ((LOOP N10
GNOUND N11)) NIL)))
(NEWINFo (CURRENT 0.0 E/05 (FLAT ((THANUFF 05)) (WA)))

THE 1,2 OF 05
TH1: COLLCFOR CUNHENT OF 05 I:3 0.0 AMP:;.

(NEW1NFo (CUHFEI:T (0.0 . 0.0) 0/05 (FLAT ( (MEAS M0003)))))
EwiNvo (n.o 0.0) ii/c) (FLAT ((L'ETA 05 0/05)) (05))))

CoINCIDENCX:
oL0kA;',O11 = (FLAT ((TIqvioFF 05)) ( .-.1))

WEIRE'A = MAI ((SETA 05 C/05)) (05))
ULDVAL0h: = 0.0
NEWVALNE = (0.0 n,n)
POINT =

Co100PohAT:
'!CE11.;oN1 = (FLAT ((TRANOFF 05)) (05))
REAN2 (TA 05 C/05)) (05))
PoINT F/Q5

(NE01JF, (CURRNT (0.0 . 0.0) A/D6 (FLAT ((KIRC10FF N10)) (05))))

>nHAT I: HE ;CF 00
Ti1E hA:H .',!.11CTEK kiLT4(11', oF I:i .349 VOLT!%

(NE4iNFO (VI1A(1E (.,0)(,44 . .34,15409) (W) 119) (FLAT ((!EAC, (10004)))))
lN:.;WINCH (VuLM1E (.36644 . .3315409) (N5 NO) (FLAT ((LOUP N5 NO 0))
(11))))

>>WHAr XITINT ;;1110E,IT
rtit JUTPOT .2Nkid,,NT 11
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= ((VCVT L)AD)) (LuAD))
NE'e;m;.A:oN = (FLAT ((ILA:: mn0m,,)))
oLDvAL:;k = .

= (.f)14:-;V) . .r,56236)

= (FLAT ((V(VT LOAD)) (L)AD))
Hi.:AZ.nNP = (FLAT ((1EAS M0005)))

SJHrI1 ,,,i(H6-)oF

= (L)AD)
HFA.;uNS, (:)K ) .

»;INA1 T7! oF Qd
1:o1 c.JH COHENT JF Qd IS -.59 MILLIAMPs.

(NF.4INF0 (.CDENT (.000624971 . .0005651116) C/Q2 (FLAT ((MEA
monn6)))))
(N.WINFo (COHENT (6.92d815E-6 . 4.347013E-6) BA)2 (FLAT ((BETA Q2
(:/...)2)) (Q))))
(dF.WINFo ((..:11HPIT (-.0005694537 . -.00063?5199) E/Q2 (FLAT ((BETA
c)) ( .? ))))

»,.;HAT 'NE V BETWEEN NoDE 4 AND 5
THE VoLTAIIF. ki-TWEFN N4 AND H5 IS 1.64 VOLTS.

WWINFo (VoLTAC;E (1.723)52 . 1.,-)59766) (N4 115) (FLAT ((NEAs
N00(7)))))
(NFaINF0 (VoLTAF, (.Or/0392 . 1.81307) (N) N8) (FLAF ((LOOP N)
Ni)) (11))))
(NEWINVo (VoLTAt;E (:).090?9? . 1.91307) (N4 N9) (FLAT ((LOOP N4
Nq)) NIL)))

».JHAT 1. TiE VoLT4(;E ACHoSS Rd?
THK VOI,T4(; ACkoS Hdd IS 87'; VOLTS.

(NFWINFo (VoLTAF (.0101789 . .8310041) (1 6 N5) (FLAT ((MEAS
!!0(Th Wi)))))

(NEWINVJ (VoLTAF (. )41,!87d . -.89;-9473) (N6 N4) (FLAT ((LOOP N 6

N') N4)) NIL)))
(NFINo (VoLTA(;F 1.26019 . 1.16254t0 (N6 N8) (FLAT ((LOOP N6 N5
N)) (,...H))))
(NE4INFo (VOL146E . 2i4919 . 1.1( ..,11(1) (N( N9) (FLAT ((LOOP N6 N5
i())) HIL1))
(NkpiPJF0 (CiikkENT (.001,1009-:i) . .0r1629421) It22 (FLAT ((VCVT H22) )
(H.Y) )))
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(NEWINFO (CURRENT (-.001629421
. -.001800939) L/R22 (FLAT ((VCVT P22))

(R22))))

>>WHAT IS THE I THRU R22
JP THE CURRENT THHU R22 IS 35 MILLIAMPS.

'i0OINCIDENCE:
OLDHEASON = (FLAT ((VCVT H22)) (R22))
NEWREASON = (FLAT ((MEAS M0009)))
OLD VALUE = (.001800939 . .001629421)
NEWVALUE = (.03673916 . .03324019)
POINT =

CONFLICT:
RFASONI = (FLAT ((VCVT H22)) (R22))
REASON? = (FLAT ((MEAS M0009)))
eoINT H/H22

SHORTERPHOOF

SETFAULTSTATUS:
DEVICES = (R22)
HEASON 3 (UNKNOWN)

YoU KNOW V,NOUOH TO M.: ABLE TO DF,D11:1: WHICH COMPONENT iS FAULTEP,

>>WHAT THHU C5
THE CURRENT THRU C.) IS 0.C' AMPS.

COINCIDENCE:
OLDHEUON = (FUT CAPACICOR (CLA)
NEWREUON = (FLAT ((MEA.; Ilt1010)))
OL;)VALlt = o.n
NEWVALW., = (1,2302F-9 . 1.11314E-9)
POINT = NIC

CoPROHoPAT:
REUONI = (FLAT PCAPAcrrwi (71,)) (C's,))

(FLAT ((MEAS M001)))
PolAT

MEUUHEMENT 4AM
NEITHiTh iJLI Y.)0 AHOUT fcL CIHCUIT,

NOH Dili II U1MPiATF ANY OF THE i'OS:.;IHLE FAuLTS.

4:"

i>BEPLACE
H.?? ,flt :HokTo OR DoEM Lr HAVE THE WRoNc.; VALUE?

> WHOWI VALU1',
T.IE VALUE ) ii r Ni LOW?

> LOW
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Now you should take measurements to see if there is anything else
wronir with the circuit...
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APPENDIX A
CONTRASTING FORMALISMS

This appendix gives examples of a semantic grammar rule
expressed both as LISP functions and an ATN. It also shows
a trace of the ATN version parsing a phrase.

THE <NODE> RULE FROM SOPIUE'S LISP/BNF SEMANTIC GRAMMAR
BNF VERSION

<node> := junction of <part/spec> and <part/spec>
node between <section> and <section>
[point] between Xpart/spec> and <part/spec>
<node/name> ! [node] <node/number>
<pronoun>

7 8
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LISP VERSION

(DEFINEQ
(NODE>

(LAMBDA (STR N)
(PROG (TS1 R1)

;RETURN (COND
((AND (SETQ TS1

(OR (GOBBLE (CHECKLST STR
(QUOTE (JUNCTION

POINT)))
(QUOTE (OF BETWEEN)))

(CHECKWRD STR (QUOTE BETWEEN))))
(SETO TS1 (OR (<PART/SPEC> (CDR TS1))

(<SECTION> (CDR TS1))))
(SETO R1 RESULT)
(SETO TS1 (CDR (CHECKWRD (CDR TS1)

(QUOTE AND))))
(SETO STR (OR (<PART/SPEC> TS1)

(<SECTION> TS1)))
(SETO RESULT (LIST (QUOTE NODE/BETWEEN)

R1 RESULT))
STR))

((<NODE/NAME> STR))
((SETO TS1

(<NODE/NUMBER>
(OR (CDR (CHECKLST STR (QUOTE (NODE))

N))
STR)

N))
(SETO RESULT (PACK (LIST (QUOTE N)

RESULT)))
TS1)

((<PRONOUN> STR N (QUOTE (NODE)))))))))
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THE NODE NETWORK FROM SOPHIE'S SEMANTIC ATN

(NODE/
(WRD (NODE N) T

(TO NODE/1))
(JUMP NODE/1 T))

(NODE/1
(WPD (BETWEEN JUNCTION) T

(TO NODE/BET))
(CAT NODE T

(SETH NODE *)
(TO NODE/END))

(CAT INTEGER (AND (IGREATERP * -1)
(ILESSP * 27))

(SETH NODE (PACK (LIST (QUOTE N)
*)))

' (TO NODE/END))
(JUMP PRONOUN/ (NULLR NOPRO)

(SETRQ TYPES (NODE))))
(NOOE/RET

(PUSH PART/ T
(SETH PART1 *)
(TO NODE/BET/P1))

(CAT SECTION T
(SETH PART1 *)
(TO NODE/BET/P1)))

(NODE/BET/P1

BO
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(WRD ANDT
(TO NODE/BET/AND)))

(NODE/BET/AND
.(PUSH PART/ T

(SETR NODE (BUILDQ (NODE/BETWEEN + *)
PART1))

(TO NODE/END))
(CAT SECTION T

(SETR NODE (BUILDQ (NGDE/BETWEEN + *)
PART1))

(TO NODE/END)))-
(NODE/END

(POP (GETR NODE)
T))



--SAMPLE OF NODE NETWORK PARSING-A PHRASE'

PARSE((NODE BETWEEN Q5 AND D6]
Parsing: (NODE BETWEEN Q5 AND D6)
Starting alternative 0
At arc NODE/
Node = (((NODE KNOWNWORD (&)) ((BETWEEN KNOWNWORD &) (&
&))))

Taking WRD (NODE N) arc NODE/-1-1
Entering state NODE/1
Node = (((BETWEEN KNOWNWORD (&)) ((C)5 PART & TRANSISTOR &)
(& &))))

Taking WRD (BETWEEN-JUNClION) arc NODE/1-1-1
Entering state NODE/BET
Node = (((Q5 PART (&) TRANSISTOR (&)) ((AND KNOWNWORD &) (&
NIL))))

Storing alt 1 for arc NODE/BET-2
Taking PUSH arc NODE/BET-1
PUSHing for PART/
Taking CAT PART arc PART/-1-1

Setting PART to Q5

Entering state PART/END
Node = (((AND KNOWNWORD (&)) ((D6 PART & DIODE &) NIL)))
Taking POP arc PART/M-1
Trying to POP
(Continuing arc NODE/BET-1-PUSH)

Setting PART1 to Q5
Entering state NODE/BET/P1
NOde = (HAND KNOWNWOED (&)) ((D6 PART & DIODE &) NIL)))
Taking WRD AND arc NODEinET/P1-1
Entering state NODE/BET/AND
Node = (((D6 PART (&) DIODE (&)) NIL)'

Storing alt 3 for arc NODE/BET/AND-2
Taking PUSH arc NODE/BET/AND-1
PUSHing for PART/
Taking CAT PART arc PART/-1-1

Setting PART to 06

Ente,-ing state PART/END
Node = (NIL)
Taking POP arc PART/END-1
Trying to POP
(Continuing arc NODE/BET/AND-1-PUSH)

Setting NODE to (NODE/BETWEEN Q5 D6)
Entering s'te NODE/END
Node (NIL)
Taking POp arc NODE/END-1
Trying to POP
Trying tO SUCCEED '
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/BETWEEN Q5 D6)
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ATN OBJECT CODE OF NODE NETWORK

NODE/
(COND

((ARCMEM (NODE N.))
(NEXTLEXALT NODE/)
(TRACEARC WRD (NODE N)

NODE/-1-1)
(DOTO NODE/1)
(CO NODE/1)))

NODE/-1-2
(NEXTLEXALT NODE/)
(TRACEARC JUMP NIL NODE/-1-2)
(DOJUMP NODE/1)
(GO NODE/1)

NODE/1
(COND
HARCMEM (BETWEEN JUNCTION))

(NEXTLEXALT NODE/1)
(TRACEARC WRD (BETWEEN JUNCTION)

NODE/1-1-1)
(DOTO NODE/BET)
(CO NODE/BET)))

NODE/1-1-2
(COND

((ARCCAT NODE)
(NEXTLEXALT NODE/1)
(TRACEARC CAT NODE NODE/1-1-2)
(SETR (QUOTE NODE)*)
(DOTO NODE/END)
(GO NODE/END)))

NODE/1-1-3 ,

(COND
((AND (ARCCAT INTEGER)

(IGREATERP * -1)
(ILESSP * 27))

(NEXTLEXALT NODE/1)
(TRACEARC CAT INTEGER NODE/1-1L3)
(SETR (QUOTE NODE) -,

(PACK (LIST (QUOTE N)*)))
(DOTO NODE/END)
(GO NODE/END)))

NODE/1-1-4
(COND

((NULLR NOPRO)
(NEXTLEXALT NODE/1)
(TRACEARC JUMP NIL NODE/1-1-4)
(SETRQ TYPES (NODE))
(DOJUMP PRONOUN/)
(GO PRONOUN/)))
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(CHANGESTATEQ NODE/1)
(GO NEXTLEX)

NODE/BET
(COND

((STRINGLEFTP)
(ALTARC NODE/BET-2)
(TRACEARC PUSH NIL NODE/BET-1)
(DOPUSH PART/ NODE/BET-1-PUSH)
(GO PART/)))

NODE/BET-2
(COND

((ARCCAT SirCTION)
(NEXTLEXALT NODE/BET)
(TRACEARC CAT SECTION NODE/BET-2)
(SETR (QUOTE PART1)*)
(DOTO NODE/BET/P1)
(GO NODE/BET/P1)))

(CHANGESTATEQ NODE/BET)
(GO NEXTLEX)

NODE/BET-1-PUSH
(SETR (QUOTE PART1)*)
(DOPTO NODE/BET/P1)
(GO NO1g1TET/P1)

NODE/BET/AND
(COND
USTRINGLEFTP)

(ALTARC NODE/BET/AND-2)
(TRACEARC PUSH NIL NOvE/BET/AND-1
(DOPUSH PART/ NODE/BET/AND-1-PUSH)
(GO PART/)))

NODE/BET/AND-2
(COND
((ARCCAT SECTION)

(NEXTLEXALT NODE/BET/AND)
(TRACEARC CAT SECTION NODE/BET/AND-2)
(SETR (QUOTE NODE)

(BUILDQ (NODE/BETWEEN + *)
PART1))

(DOTO NODE/END)
(GO NODE/END)))

(CHANGESTATEQ NODE/BET/AND)
(GO NEXTLEX)

NODE'7ET/AND-1-2USH
,JETR (QUOTE NODE)

(BUILDQ (NODE/BETWEEN + *)
PART1')

;)OPTO NODE/END)
(GO NODE/END)

NODE/BET/P1
(COND

((ARCWRD AND)
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(NEXTLEXALT NODE/BET/P1)
(TRACEARC WRD AND NODE/BET/P1-1)
(DOTO NODE/BET/AND)
(Go. NODE/BET/AND)))

(CHANGESTATEQ N'E/BET/P1)
(GO NEXTLEX)

NODE/END
(NEXTLEXALT NODE/END)
(TRACEARC POP NIL NODE/END-1)
(DOPOP (GETR NODE)

NIL)
(GO EVALARC)
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